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FADE IN:
EXT. - RURAL AREA - NIGHT
THE BOSTON BUTCHER, a rough looking middle-aged man, wakes
up outside a desolate cornfield and feels at his side for
his gun. Nothing is there. He hears a scrambled VOICE
through a headphone on his head.
VOICE (O.C.)
Hello Mr. Saunders, or should I say
the Boston Butcher? How goes the
slaughtering you sordid, depraved
creature?
The Butcher spins about while grasping at his sore head,
trying to gather his thoughts and regain his composure.
VOICE (O.C.) (CONT'D)
What are you up to now? Thirty-two
people in a span of five years, half
of which were women and children, if
my recollection serves me correct?
BOSTON BUTCHER
I don’t know who you are asshole,
but you're about to be number thirtythree.
VOICE (O.C.)
(laughing softly)
Now that’s the spirit my depraved
friend. For all the debase acts
you’ve committed, I hope you present
some sort of a challenge.
The Butcher looks around with a puzzled expression as he
tries to find his hidden pursuer.
VOICE (O.C.) (CONT'D)
I am growing weary of these tedious,
sorry excuses of killers, fighters,
generals, hit-men, sorry excuses of
death merchants.
The Butcher walks several paces as he examines his
surroundings.
BOSTON BUTCHER
Challenge? What the fuck are you
talking about? You’re a damn nut
job aren’t you.
The Butcher continues to walk about the desolate area as he
scans the horizon.
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VOICE (O.C.)
Mr. Saunders, I am really in no mood
for a psychological diagnosis from a
man that uses a cleaver to slice the
limbs off of eight year old girls.
You and your kind disgust me.
The Butcher scoffs, smirking as he continues to look around
his surroundings.
VOICE (O.C.) (CONT'D)
The only reason I am gracing you
with the premise of the sweet release
of death at my talented hands, which
you are not even deserving of, is my
faint, delusional slice of impetuous
hope that you might prevent some
chance of causing me feeling.
The Butcher stumbles slightly while looking around in circles.
BOSTON BUTCHER
You’re one of those vigilante wannabe
bastards that goes around killing
serial killers.
The Butcher laughs.
BOSTON BUTCHER (CONT'D)
Trying to get themselves a dateline
story and a spot on Oprah.
The Butcher wipes his hands on his tattered clothing.
smells them curiously.

He

BOSTON BUTCHER (CONT'D)
I thought that was only in the movies.
Listen boy, I kill people, I know
pain. You may think you're some
sort of hero, but you're just gonna
wind up dead.
The Butcher takes several steps forward as he sees a cornfield
maze some twenty yards ahead. He gazes at it with a perplexed
expression.
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH
The pain you cause is what I envy
Mr. Saunders.
The Butcher shakes his head.
BOSTON BUTCHER
I’d recommend you run on your way
now, and maybe I won’t hunt you down
and cut your arms off then make you
watch as I kill your wife or children.
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The Butcher takes a step forward.
BOSTON BUTCHER (CONT'D)
Or whoever you love in your miserable
life.
The Butcher picks up a small stone and hurls it into the
cornfield.
VOICE (O.C.)
You really aren’t listening are you
Mr. Saunders? Let me make this clear
to you.
The Butcher starts to take off his headset, only to recant
as he hears the voice's next words.
VOICE (O.C.) (CONT'D)
One of us will die tonight.
Unfortunately it's almost guaranteed
that person will be you.
The Butcher's eyes squint.
VOICE (O.C.)
Now look under that rock
to your left, you’ll see
your weapon of choice, a
cleaver.

(CONT'D)
five feet
a 9 MM and
butcher

The Butcher quickly turns to the left, staring at the rock.
VOICE (O.C.) (CONT'D)
I am somewhere in this cornfield.
If you kill me, you live. Rather
simple premise, isn’t it?
The Butcher smiles as he turns over the rock, revealing his
weapons of choice.
VOICE (O.C.) (CONT'D)
Good luck...oh, and please don’t try
to run. There is nowhere to go and
your death will be a lot less fun
for us both.
The Butcher grins as he picks up the 9 MM and cleaver.
BOSTON BUTCHER
You’re a dead man.
The Butcher throws off the headset and walks briskly toward
the cornfield.
EXT. - CORNFIELD - NIGHT
He enters the maze looking around cautiously with his gun
cocked and loaded.
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He holds it upright and ready to fire in his right hand while
he holds the cleaver at a downward angle in his left hand.
The Butcher stealthily glides through the maze, alert and
ready to slaughter. He approaches a fork in the maze where
the paths lead to the left and to the right.
He takes the right path.
BOSTON BUTCHER
Where is this son of a bitch?
The Butcher brushes up against the stalks of corn as he
continues down the eerily quiet path. He sees a shadow dart
across a path horizontal to him. He follows down the new
path and sees a black shadow, back turned at a distance at
the end of the new path.
The Butcher drops down into the stalks of corn and watches.
The object doesn’t move.
BOSTON BUTCHER (CONT'D)
I've got you now motherfucker.
The Butcher slowly aims and FIRES four straight bullets at
the shadow. He watches as it falls.
He cautiously walks toward what he thinks is the dead man.
The Butcher picks up a cloak. He inspects it with a stunned
expression.
BOSTON BUTCHER (CONT'D)
What the Fuck?
The Butcher hears nearby RUFFLING in the field. He turns
around quickly. He sees no one. The Butcher FIRES two more
bullets at the origin of the sound.
He hears a WHISTLE and looks up as a knife flickers through
the air and lodges itself deep into his right shoulder. He
drops the 9 MM and SCREAMS in pain.
BOSTON BUTCHER (CONT'D)
Son of a bitch!
The Butcher looks up. He sees THE MERCHANT OF DEATH, a man
cloaked in black with a black trimmed hat, black leather
jacket and boots, stride confidently toward him.
The Butcher picks up the 9 MM with his left hand and FIRES
at the man six times. As the smoke dissipates he sees
nothing. The Butcher starts sweating in panic as he hears a
voice behind him.
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH
You sir, were a complete waste of my
time.
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The Butcher turns around slashing with his cleaver. The man
catches his right hand and snaps the assailant's arm back,
breaking it immediately. The man pulls out a pair of short
curved blades.
BOSTON BUTCHER
Who are you!?
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH
I am The Merchant of Death.
The man slices the Butcher's throat with both swords as blood
flows and the Butcher falls dead.
INT. - FBI BUILDING - DAY
AGENT DESMOND VENGERE, a grizzled FBI officer in his mid50's, speaks with an elderly man, DEPUTY DIRECTOR STERN, in
Deputy Stern's office.
AGENT VENGERE
He kills men because he wants a
challenge.
Agent Vengere stares at Deputy Stern, passion filling his
voice.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
If you look closely at his victims
sir, and I have, I have been on this
case for twelve years, there’s a
pattern.
Deputy Stern walks toward his desk, disregarding Agent
Vengere's nonsense.
DEPUTY STERN
And what might that pattern be
Vengere? Jesus, get over it. The
case is closed.
Deputy Stern sits down behind his desk.
DEPUTY STERN (CONT'D)
It was deemed closed nine years ago
and you're still following it.
Agent Vengere adjusts his tie.
DEPUTY STERN (CONT'D)
Hell, there was never a case to begin
with. There was never any sound
evidence that the same man killed
all these people that you claimed.
Deputy Stern reads over a newspaper.
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DEPUTY STERN (CONT'D)
Come on Vengere, a guy was shot in
the head in LA last night too, why
don’t you add that to your phantom’s
rap sheet.
Vengere scans Stern's desk.
Stern and his wife and son.

He stares at a picture of Deputy

DEPUTY STERN (CONT'D)
You can’t blame every murder on this
figment of your imagination. We’ve
got real killers out there, and you're
chasing a damn mystery murder
scapegoat.
AGENT VENGERE
Did that man in LA happen to be an
international mercenary? A former
Iraqi guard? A Kenyan lion fighter?
Deputy Stern shakes his head quizzically.
DEPUTY STERN
No...he was a junkie.
AGENT VENGERE
Then it wasn’t my guy. Besides, it
was my guy that killed the Boston
Butcher in Jersey last night,
remember?
DEPUTY STERN
No Vengere, I don’t remember. You
know why? Because the police have
no leads on who killed The Butcher.
Deputy Stern takes a sip of coffee from a mug on his desk.
DEPUTY STERN (CONT'D)
But it sure as hell wasn’t some
fictitious monster that is responsible
for every unsolved murder...and even
some solved ones, in your eyes.
Deputy Stern sits at his desk while Vengere stands.
continues to plead his case.

Vengere

AGENT VENGERE
He only kills men that can pose a
threat. Serial killers, hit-men,
mercenaries.
Agent Vengere puts his hands on Stern's desk as he leans
forward.
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AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
He kills men that can fight him, men
that present the opportunity of
defeat, men good at their jobs so to
speak. Most importantly, men that
could potentially put him out of his
twisted life.
DEPUTY STERN
Okay, I'll indulge your disillusions
for a moment. Why on Earth would
this guy want a challenge?
Stern shakes his head and throws up his hands in question.
DEPUTY STERN (CONT'D)
Why would he go around, risking his
life, fighting professional killers
and nut jobs like him?
Deputy Stern removes some papers from a drawer and places
them on his desk.
DEPUTY STERN (CONT'D)
It makes no sense Vengere, not even
serial killers do something that
crazy.
AGENT VENGERE
(sarcastically)
Maybe he wasn’t hugged enough as a
child, maybe he had a traumatic life,
maybe he’s just so damn good at it
that like anyone that’s the best at
anything, he wants more.
Agent Vengere sighs as he pleads for Stern's attention.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
He’s not complacent with what he’s
done, he wants a greater challenge.
Honestly, I’ve got no clue. That’s
not my job, I’m not a psychologist.
Deputy Stern scoffs.
DEPUTY STERN
That's for sure.
AGENT VENGERE
What I do know sir, what I do know,
is that the man does exist and he’s
been killing for years. By my count,
at least eighty have fallen to him.
Deputy Stern raises his eyes in disbelief.
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AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
That makes him the single most
dangerous man alive. And that sir,
is something I think should be a top
priority.
Deputy Stern re-averts his gaze downward as he shuffles
through the papers on his desk.
DEPUTY STERN
Except for the fact that there is no
proof that this man exists.
Vengere watches Stern shuffle through the papers.
DEPUTY STERN (CONT'D)
No name, no photos, no DNA, nothing
that links these killings that you
claim were all done by the same man.
Deputy Stern presses a button on his intercom.
DEPUTY STERN (CONT'D)
STACY, could you please bring me
that file.
STACY (O.C.)
Right away Mr. Stern.
Vengere runs his hand through his hair in protest.
DEPUTY STERN
Let's face it Vengere, these people
live dangerous lives, they die
frequently for a reason, and that's
not because some overly talented yet
suicidal serial killer murders them
all.
Vengere puts his hands on Stern's desk again as he leans
over, becoming more vehement in his actions.
AGENT VENGERE
No, but there is more than that.
Vengere brushes Stern's tie.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
Almost every man on my list of victims
of the killer was drugged. During
the autopsy, they all had traces of
chloroform in their systems.
Vengere sits down across from Stern's desk.
speak with more emphasis.

He begins to
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AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
Over the past ten years, some eighty
top professional killers die.
Possible? Sure. Now that all these
men were armed when dead?
Deputy Stern rolls his eyes.
Vengere looks back as he sees a woman approaching from down
the hallway.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
Plausible, they were all, as you
said, professional killers. Now the
fact that every one of these men had
chloroform in their system?
Coincidence over.
Stern straightens up in his chair. He looks Vengere in his
eyes, his tone turning from annoyed to accusational.
DEPUTY STERN
Well now, that is quite the
coincidence, isn’t it?
Vengere returns the glare.
DEPUTY STERN (CONT'D)
I might be new to this position, but
I know as well as you about your
file, and that it was closed because
of a paucity of any substantial
evidence. Not to mention your
consistent discrepancies regarding
what happened to Robert.
Vengere rubs his forehead as he looks down at the floor.
DEPUTY STERN (CONT'D)
That you’ve still followed it on
your own time. In fact, you’ve been,
if you want my candor, obsessed with
the case, or lack thereof.
Vengere continues to avert Stern's gaze.
DEPUTY STERN (CONT'D)
It has consumed you, cost you some
things in your life, your partner,
your son, your marriage. I also
know it was recommended you seek
administrative counseling after what
happened in Prague.
Vengere's eyes shoot up as he glares at Stern with furious
rage.
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DEPUTY STERN (CONT'D)
And I know that you've pleaded the
case be re-opened dozens of times.
Stern crosses his arms.
DEPUTY STERN (CONT'D)
Yet it hasn't. Why do you think
that is Vengere?
Agent Vengere attempts to interject.
AGENT VENGERE
That has nothing to do withDeputy Stern cuts him off.
DEPUTY STERN
My guess is that it has something to
do with the fact that while you have
that profuse file full of copious
notes and theories, you have no hard
proof, nothing to prove this so called
killer exists.
Vengere interjects.
AGENT VENGERE
I havHe is cut off again.
DEPUTY STERN
Mainly because there is no proof of
his existence, or even who he is.
If he's done these things Vengere,
then who is he? How come no one
knows anything about him? How come
no one has seen him?
Vengere sighs.

He lowers his head in exasperation.

AGENT VENGERE
(softly)
I've seen him. I've seen him.
Deputy Stern looks up as Stacy KNOCKS on the door
DEPUTY STERN
Come in.
Stacy walks into the room and places a file on Deputy Stern's
desk.
DEPUTY STERN (CONT'D)
Thank you Stacy.
She saunters off out of the office.
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Stern looks at the file placed on his desk and pushes it
toward Vengere.
DEPUTY STERN (CONT'D)
We’ve been getting word over the
past few months that there’s a big
time meth lab operation running in
lower Manhattan.
Agent Vengere looks at the clock disinterested.
DEPUTY STERN (CONT'D)
I want you and Agent Rodriguez to
fly to New York to investigate. You
leave tomorrow.
AGENT VENGERE
What about my killer?
DEPUTY STERN
What about him? I know you think
because I'm new you had a shot at
getting your pet project reopened,
but it's not going to happen.
Deputy Stern straightens up in his chair.
DEPUTY STERN (CONT'D)
I’m not going to become a laughing
stock around here by succumbing to
the ravings of an obsessed agent by
opening an officially deemed closed
case that had no merit to begin with,
as my first act as Deputy.
Vengere bites his tongue.
DEPUTY STERN (CONT'D)
Now you and Agent Rodriguez are going
to fly to New York.
Stern motions toward the file with his head.
DEPUTY STERN (CONT'D)
And you are going to investigate
this meth case, and I don't want to
hear another word about this phantom
killer.
Stern looks at his watch.
DEPUTY STERN (CONT'D)
You're on thin ice Vengere, you mess
this up or I hear about that nonsense
again, you're done here. Are we
crystal?
Vengere begrudgingly nods his head.
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AGENT VENGERE
Yes Sir.
DEPUTY STERN
Now I have a meeting in fifteen
minutes. Are we finished?
Vengere gets up and walks off toward the hallway. He
discretely pops several pills from a vial as he does.
AGENT VENGERE
We're finished.
INT. - FBI HALLWAY - DAY
Vengere meets AGENT RODRIGUEZ, his partner, a male Hispanic
in his mid-twenties, in the hallway. Agent Rodriguez looks
at Agent Vengere suspiciously as the two begin to walk toward
the elevator at the end of the hallway. Rodriguez
sarcastically quips at Vengere.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
So, I assume Stern was floored by
your skill of persuasion and decided
to, as his first new act as Deputy
Director, open your infamous case?
They walk toward the end of the hallway and enter the
elevator.
INT. - FBI ELEVATOR - MOMENTS LATER
Vengere hesitates and looks around before answering.
enter the elevator by themselves.

They

AGENT VENGERE
Actually, yes.
Rodriguez presses the Parking Level button on the elevator
and laughs.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
Okkkkay Vengere. Anyway, so what’s
our case? Investigating illegal
offshore bank accounts in the Bahamas,
or monitoring drug trafficking in
Miami Beach perhaps?
Rodriguez puts his arm around Vengere's shoulder.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ (CONT'D)
Because personally, I'm down for
either. As long as it's not another
Warren Ohio or Des Moines Iowa.
AGENT VENGERE
I’m serious Rodriguez.
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Vengere nods his head.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
Stern reopened the case. Apparently
he read my file conclusively, and
found the Boston Butcher case to be
analogous to the other killings.
The elevator reaches the parking garage as they walk out
together. Rodriguez is visibly agitated.
EXT. - FBI PARKING GARAGE - MOMENTS LATER
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
Cut the shit Vengere, you know I'm
with you on this guy. I think he
exists, but it's not our call. We
can’t just pursue whatever we want,
now what’s our assignment?
AGENT VENGERE
I’m serious Rodriguez, he reopened
the case.
Rodriguez stops walking.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
It's Friday, I'm going home. Don’t
make me go back in there and ask
Stern what our real case is and end
up getting both us shitted on. I
don't need that.
Vengere stops walking as he puts his hand on Rodriguez's
shoulder.
AGENT VENGERE
Don’t believe me?
Vengere pulls out two plane tickets from the folder and shows
Rodriguez.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
See, we’re going to New York. Flight
leaves tomorrow. Stern thinks since
the Butcher was killed in Jersey,
he’ll be in the area, most likely
New York.
Vengere looks around the parking lot and sees no one.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
Let's face it, if you're already in
Jersey, you might as well stop by
the nation's sleazy capital for a
few more murders.
Rodriguez shakes his head.
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AGENT RODRIGUEZ
Wow. I can’t believe Stern reopened
it. I mean, no one else even gave
it more than a passing glance and
Stern becomes Director, bam, it's
open. Just like that?
Agent Rodriguez laughs.
AGENT VENGERE
Just like that.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
You got pictures of him cheating on
his wife or something?
Vengere guffaws as they continue walking toward their cars.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ (CONT'D)
C’mon Des, share the dirt, I got
some cases in Nassau I want reopened.
INT. - CATHOLIC CHURCH - DAY - ARGENTINA
FATHER ALFONSO, an elderly monk, stands in front of the
television listening intently to the tail end of a NEWS
REPORTER.
NEWS REPORTER
Police are working under the
assumption that this was a murder.
As of now, they have no current leads.
Father Alfonso turns off the TV and signals for another man
to come forward. FEDERICO LOCARDO, a rugged and hardened
middle-aged mercenary for the Church, walks forward from the
shadows and stands before Father Alfonso in the pews.
FATHER ALFONSO
(signaling toward the
TV)
Did you see that Federico?
FEDERICO
Yes Father, I did.
FATHER ALFONSO
Do you know what this is Federico?
FEDERICO
Well Father, it appears to be a
murder, yes?
Father Alfonso pulls at a gold rosary hanging around his
neck.
FATHER ALFONSO
It is the work of the Devil.
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FEDERICO
How is this so Father? People are
murdered everyday. What is so special
about this one? Besides, how can
this be the work of the Devil?
Father Alfonso closes his eyes as he continues to pull at
his rosary.
FEDERICO (CONT'D)
If anything it’s the work of God.
The Boston Butcher was a sick man
who killed dozens of people, little
kids, women. That was the work of
the Devil, no?
FATHER ALFONSO
The man who he killed is not important
Federico.
Federico looks at Father Alfonso inquisitively.
FATHER ALFONSO (CONT'D)
This man is culpable for the death
of an estimated ninety people that
we know of. He has single-handedly
damned more souls than anyone alive.
Father Alfonso crosses himself.
FATHER ALFONSO (CONT'D)
He is truly the vessel of evil.
This man calls himself 'The Merchant
Of Death'. We know very little about
him. Only that he has been killing
for at least twenty years, possibly
longer.
Federico shakes his head.
FEDERICO
And you know all this to be true
how?
FATHER ALFONSO
The Church has been tracking him for
years now. The Vatican considers
this matter a top priority. Ten
years ago he killed a man much like
yourself, Veranzo Gavour, a man who
killed enemies of the Church, he
sought evil, he truly was The Hand
of God.
Father Alfonso crosses himself again as he speaks of Veranzo.
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FATHER ALFONSO (CONT'D)
One day he disappeared. He was found
dead in Prague. Dead from two
parallel knife slashes to the throat.
FEDERICO
Just like The Butcher.
Father Alfonso nods slowly.
distrust.

Federico looks at him with

FEDERICO (CONT'D)
And how do you know he was killed by
The Merchant?
FATHER ALFONSO
Because he was tracking The Merchant
on our behalf, doing God's work.
Federico rolls his eyes, not believing a word of what has
been said.
FATHER ALFONSO (CONT'D)
My son, Gavour was truly the Hand of
God. I had the pleasure of knowing
him. He was a warrior of Christ, he
was the finest warrior in the world.
FEDERICO
Apparently except for The Merchant.
Father Alfonso sighs heavily as he walks toward a desk.
FATHER ALFONSO
Alas, this is the unfortunate truth.
The Hand of God fell to the Devil
himself. However, Gavour was a man
of purity.
Father Alfonso looks up at a stained glass window of Jesus.
FATHER ALFONSO (CONT'D)
Although he killed, he did so for
the Church.
Federico mumbles something inaudibly.
FATHER ALFONSO (CONT'D)
And this is what shall get him into
Heaven. We have tracked the monster
incessantly ever since.
Federico looks around the church as he notices another Priest
shuffle about, lighting candles in the background.
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FATHER ALFONSO (CONT'D)
He has even killed three top
mercenaries we hired, world-renowned
killers, men that were of skeptical
scruples themselves.
Federico pulls a flask from his jacket pocket and takes a
deep swig.
FEDERICO
Is there any pattern? He killed
Gavour, but also The Butcher. Clearly
it is not only good men he kills.
The Butcher was a monster, why would
a man of evil kill him?
Father Alfonso shakes his head with a puzzled expression.
FATHER ALFONSO
The Devil does not care who he kills.
He takes without regard.
Federico pulls a knife out of his jacket and begins to spin
it around with great skill as he looks away from Father
Alfonso.
FATHER ALFONSO (CONT'D)
You cannot rationalize his motives.
He is what he is, pure charnel evil.
Federico suddenly stops twirling the knife and stares directly
at Father Alfonso.
FEDERICO
Be that as it may, how does this
involve myself?
FATHER ALFONSO
Federico my son, you are a brother
of God, evil involves us all.
FEDERICO
Yet it is only now you have informed
me of this situation.
FATHER ALFONSO
Yes. You see Federico, this latest
murder by the Merchant in New Jersey,
occurred just yesterday. This is as
close as we’ve been in some time.
Father Alfonso sits down in an old leather chair as Federico
stands in front of him.
FATHER ALFONSO (CONT'D)
The Vatican believes this is our
opportunity to destroy this evil.
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Father Alfonso picks up a glass of water on his desk and
takes a deep sip. He looks at Federico and continues.
FATHER ALFONSO (CONT'D)
They want us to send you to kill The
Merchant.
FEDERICO
Why me?
FATHER ALFONSO
He is in America, we are the closest
Church in contact with the Vatican
about this issue. It's very selective
information, only a few men within
the Church know of our duty, and I
am the closest one to The Merchant’s
current whereabouts.
Father Alfonso motions for Federico to sit down.
a chair in front of Father Alfonso's desk.

He sits at

Federico continues to fiddle with his knife.
FATHER ALFONSO (CONT'D)
It is your faith my son. God has
imposed his duty on us, and I unto
you. It is your destiny to rid the
world of this evil.
Federico leans closer in his chair toward Father Alfonso as
his voice takes on a more acrid tone.
FEDERICO
I am not a man of God like yourself
Father. My faith is not as strong
as yours I am afraid. I have seen
things you cannot fathom, I have
done things that no man should do.
FATHER ALFONSO
Yes my son, and you’ve done them for
God, and he shall forgive you...if
you obey his word.
Father Alfonso stares up at the ceiling painted with biblical
scenes.
FATHER ALFONSO (CONT'D)
Federico, you remember your life
before I found you? Before the Church
gave you recluse?
Federico looks away from Father Alfonso's gaze.
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FATHER ALFONSO (CONT'D)
You would have been a dead man, but
God gave you another chance. You
cannot turn your back on him now.
Federico begins to spin his knife again as he leans back in
his chair with contempt.
FEDERICO
Yes, God gave me the chance to
continue to do what I already
did....except now I do it for the
Church in the name of God.
FATHER ALFONSO
You do God’s work Federico. You do
God’s work. There is a difference,
and you’d do well to remember as
much.
Federico lifts his eyes as he smiles.
FEDERICO
And what would that difference be?
FATHER ALFONSO
You used to kill men.
Federico scoffs.
FEDERICO
Is that not what I do now?
FATHER ALFONSO
No, you do God’s bidding now.
perish evil.

You

FEDERICO
Semantics Father, evil is in the eye
of the beholder.
Father Alfonso cautiously watches Federico spinning the knife.
He decides to end the discussion.
FATHER ALFONSO
And God’s eyes are all that matter.
In his eyes you were a sinner, you
were on a straight path to Hell. If
it weren’t for me you’d be dead or
still murdering, and none could rebuke
your sins.
Father Alfonso crosses himself again.
FATHER ALFONSO (CONT'D)
God has presented you with a chance
of redemption.
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Federico glances over at a stained glass window of Judas
betraying Jesus.
FATHER ALFONSO (CONT'D)
Kill The Merchant and perhaps he
shall forgive your soul, even after
your transgressions.
Federico smirks.
FATHER ALFONSO (CONT'D)
However, make no mistake Federico,
if you refuse to take this task you
will not only have lost God’s
forgiveness, but the Church’s as
well.
Federico lunges forward and sticks the knife into the desk,
just in front of where Father Alfonso's right hand rests.
He leans forward and hisses at Father Alfonso, grabbing the
Priest by his collar.
FEDERICO
Is that a threat Father?
Father Alfonso ignores Federico's actions as he pulls a steel
suitcase out from underneath his desk. He places the suitcase
on top of the desk. He calmly pushes it toward Federico.
FATHER ALFONSO
In here is your plane ticket to New
York, along with traveling expenses
and other necessities.
Federico looks at the suitcase.
FATHER ALFONSO (CONT'D)
When you arrive you shall call me
and you will notify me when you find
The Merchant and the job is done.
And no Federico, it's not a threat,
it's God’s word.
Federico pauses momentarily. He checks the suitcase and
shuffles through the money, phone, two 9 MM’s, a Holy Cross,
a crucifix, and a dagger with scripture engraved on the
handle. Federico inspects the dagger curiously.
FATHER ALFONSO (CONT'D)
That is the Holy Dagger of Saint
Iscariot, God’s power runs through
it.
Federico smirks and shakes his head as he puts it back in
the suitcase.
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FEDERICO
And how am I supposed to find this
Merchant? He could be anywhere.
Federico sets the suitcase by his side on the floor.
FATHER ALFONSO
He will find you Federico, he will
find you.
Father Alfonso smiles as he touches Federico's hand.
FATHER ALFONSO (CONT'D)
The Merchant will come looking for
you, the Devil can sense men of God.
He shall come for you out of fear.
Federico pulls his hand away.
FATHER ALFONSO (CONT'D)
You call me once he finds you and
the job is done. Do you understand
your fate my son?
Federico straightens his jacket.
FEDERICO
(hesitantly)
Yes Father, I understand.
Federico leans in close to Father Alfonso's face as he speaks
sternly.
FEDERICO (CONT'D)
Now you understand me. I am only
doing this for myself, not you, not
the Church, and certainly not God.
Father Alfonso does not budge as Federico leans still closer.
FEDERICO (CONT'D)
And once I kill this son of a bitch,
I am done- I am done with you, I am
done with the Church, and I am done
with your God. Do you understand me
Father?
Federico gets up and walks toward the door, case in hand.
Father Alfonso calls to him as he is walking out the door.
Federico pauses as he stays facing the exit.
FATHER ALFONSO
Just remember my son, keep that dagger
with you at all times and God will
be with you.
Federico opens the door.
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Federico says nothing as he walks out the door, suitcase in
hand, back turned.
INT. - DARK ROOM - DAY
The Merchant of Death sits in a large leather chair in a
darkened room. His face is shrouded in the shadows. Several
scars are discernible on his face.
Opera music is heard in the background. He runs a sharpening
stone over a short, curved sword. After several strokes, he
sets the blade by his side.
He picks up a sheet of paper with a number of names on it.
He removes a fountain pen from his jacket. The Merchant
runs the pen through the name 'Charley Asunders'.
Below that name are the names 'Federico Locardo', 'Seamus
Flannery', and 'Ivan Charkiov'.
The Merchant picks up an object from the desk in front of
him. It is a small PDA-like device. Three red dots blink
on the sonar-esque screen in different areas. He places the
device in his pocket.
The Merchant picks up a vial of medicine from the desk. The
vial reads 'Naloxone'. He removes a needle from his jacket
and places the needle in the Naloxone. He draws the needle
full.
He injects the Naloxone into his right shoulder with the
needle. He waits several moments.
The Merchant picks up one of his curved blades. He rolls up
his sleeve. His arm is covered in scars. He runs the blade
deeply over his forearm. Blood begins to flow. The Merchant
feels nothing. He slams the sword to the ground.
The Merchant sighs deeply. He closes his eyes as he leans
back in his chair. He ties a piece of cloth over the wound.
The Merchant pulls back his sleeve to look at his watch. A
deep scar is seen running down his arm. He sulks back in
his chair and closes his eyes. The Merchant grins faintly.
INT. - UNMARKED VAN - DAY - DUBLIN, IRELAND
SEAMUS FLANNERY, an Irish man in his mid-thirties, sits in
the back of a van loading an AR-15 while watching the local
news on a small TV. Three more rugged Irish men, GERRY,
MURPHY and BRIAN are also in the van.
TV REPORTER
Today we are live from the heart of
Dublin, at the St. Patrick Convention
Center.
Seamus slams a magazine into his weapon.
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Gerry loads an AR-15.
TV REPORTER (CONT'D)
Where English Commander and Chief
John Wellington is here to meet with
Irish Prime Minister Patrick Burke.
Murphy and Brian look up at the TV.
TV REPORTER (CONT'D)
The meeting is over the growing
animosity and violence that has been
occurring in the past few months
between the Irish and the English.
Murphy picks up a knife and places it in his boot.
TV REPORTER (CONT'D)
Not the least of which is the
suspected IRA attack on Parliament
in England last Saturday in which a
masked gunman shot five high ranking
officials and managed to escape
without apprehension.
Brian looks at his watch and nods toward Murphy.
TV REPORTER (CONT'D)
This attack was in response to the
alleged murder of several Irish
protesters in Belfast by English
troops under the command of John
Wellington.
Seamus chuckles to himself as he loads a 9 MM and puts it in
his belt.
TV REPORTER (CONT'D)
Wellington has been accused by many
in the Irish community of being too
aggressive and maliciously trying to
hinder the peace process between the
two countries, as well as having a
hatred for Catholics.
GERRY
Hatred? That's a bit of an
understatement isn't it?
TV REPORTER
One thing is certain, security will
be alert and in copious numbers today
given the recent string of vicious
IRA attacks, which police suspect
have been carried out by Irish
fugitive Seamus Flannery.
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Murphy turns around and smiles as he looks at Seamus.
loads another gun.

Seamus

TV REPORTER (CONT'D)
He has been dubbed by many as 'The
Irish Loki' for the guile in which
his attacks are carried out.
MURPHY
Aye, they’re talking about you Seamus,
you're famous.
Seamus doesn't acknowledge Murphy, nor does he raise his
head from loading his gun to look at the TV.
TV REPORTER
Flannery is a notorious top ranking
hit-man for the IRA. He was arrested
last month for the murder of several
notable English government officials.
Gerry receives a phone call.

He answers the phone.

GERRY
Everything in order then?
TV REPORTER
Including Judge Henry Whitemore, who
was responsible for the conviction
of a number of suspected IRA members
last year.
Gerry hangs up the phone.
TV REPORTER (CONT'D)
Given a life’s sentence, Flannery
managed to pull off a daring escape
on his transport to a London prison
in which three officers were viciously
killed. Mr. Wellington had this to
say:
BRIAN
Turn that shit off!
Brian reaches toward the TV to turn it off.
his hand and stops him.

Seamus grabs

SEAMUS
I want to hear this.
CHIEF WELLINGTON
I am absolutely confident that Seamus
Flannery and his IRA brothers will
be nowhere near this convention today.
Seamus glares at the TV with intense hatred.
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CHIEF WELLINGTON (CONT'D)
In fact, I would wager this is the
last place he would be.
Brian and Murphy continue to load guns.
CHIEF WELLINGTON (CONT'D)
While I question the sanity of Mr.
Flannery, he would have to be either
completely insane or completely
foolish to try and make an attack
given the plethora of security.
Seamus turns the TV off and laughs.
SEAMUS
So which one am I then brother, insane
or stupid?
MURPHY
Oh, I’d say a little of both.
Seamus pulls out a cross hanging around his neck.
it, then crosses himself.

He kisses

SEAMUS
(mumbling to himself)
Chukkee Ar La.
The three other men repeat the phrase as they cross
themselves.
EXT. - SAINT PATRICK CONVENTION CENTER - DAY - DUBLIN
PRIME MINISTER BURKE and CHIEF JOHN WELLINGTON, as well as
ten security guards holding semi-automatic rifles, stand on
an elevated outdoor platform. There are two microphones on
the platform. The area below the platform is full of press,
surrounded by a dozen security guards on all sides. Prime
Minister Burke approaches the microphone on the left.
PRIME MINISTER BURKE
Today is a good day for the people
of Ireland! The meeting between Mr.
Wellington and myself was very
productive and we both feel we are
moving in the right direction.
Murmurs are heard within the crowd.
PRIME MINISTER BURKE (CONT'D)
Each of us acknowledges the fact
that violence and needless bloodshed
is an awful thing all around.
Wellington nods in agreement as Burke smiles at him.
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PRIME MINISTER BURKE (CONT'D)
People like Seamus Flannery only
hinder the peace process and lead to
more bloodshed, conflict and
animosity.
Wellington sits in the background straightening his tie.
PRIME MINISTER BURKE (CONT'D)
The IRA’s acts will not be condoned
in this country or anywhere else for
that matter. And Mr. Wellington
assures me that those protesters
were not killed under his order.
More murmurs of disbelief are heard within the crowd.
PRIME MINISTER BURKE (CONT'D)
The soldiers culpable were acting on
their own regard and were punished
accordingly. Now Mr. Wellington and
I will field a few questions...as
long as they’re not about my tie.
Burke is shown wearing an awful forest green tie.
PRIME MINISTER BURKE (CONT'D)
My wife picked it out.
The audience chuckles.
PRIME MINISTER BURKE (CONT'D)
Yes, you.
Burke points to a REPORTER in the third row.
REPORTER
You stated that the soldiers culpable
for the murder of those protesters
in Belfast were punished, yet it has
been confirmed that nothing was done
to them.
Burke wipes sweat away from his forehead.
REPORTER (CONT'D)
In fact, pictures in the Dublin
Gazette showed them just yesterday
being jovial with Mr. Wellington at
a pub in London. Can you elaborate
on that?
Wellington rises up and approaches the microphone.
CHIEF WELLINGTON
I’ll handle this one Mr. Prime
Minister.
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Wellington stares menacingly at the reporter.
CHIEF WELLINGTON (CONT'D)
Those soldiers did meet with me
yesterday. They did so in order for
me to discuss their repositioning
within her majesty’s army.
The reporter interrupts.
REPORTER
Repositioning? Those men murdered
innocent Irish civilians. How can
her majesty’s army have any place
for men like that?
The press murmurs in agreement.
CHIEF WELLINGTON
There is a very fine line between
'innocent protesters' and IRA henchmen
that might reveal a sidearm and open
fire on my soldiers.
The press angrily murmurs over the assertion. Another
reporter abrasively inquires without invitation.
SECOND REPORTER
So Mr. Wellington, you think the
murder of innocent Irish citizens is
acceptable? I'm sure you also think
that any Irishman that protests your
country's imposition on the four
counties of Ire...Err...
Wellington eyes the reporter down as he straightens up at
the podium.
SECOND REPORTER (CONT'D)
'Northern Ireland' is also a
terrorist, deserving of a bullet to
the back?
Crowd begins to get antsy.

Heavy mumbling ensues.

CHIEF WELLINGTON
Imposition on Northern Ireland?
Last I checked, it was the Irish
Catholic organizations like the IRA
using scare tactics in a bully attempt
to frighten the Northern Irish of
the area to turn on the British Empire
and fear for their lives.
The crowd begins to boo.
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CHIEF WELLINGTON (CONT'D)
Those people want to be a part of
our Empire, despite some having
trouble to accept that fact.
Burke nervously interjects.
PRIME MINISTER BURKE
All right, that's quite enough, no
need to ruin the progress made today,
no more questions.
The second reporter ignores Burke's request as he accusingly
challenges Wellington.
SECOND REPORTER
You wonder why there’s men like Seamus
Flannery? It's to keep this country
safe from greedy Micks like yerself.
CHIEF WELLINGTON
Seamus Flannery? Don’t talk to me
about that quivering little coward,
where is he? Hiding in some hole in
Carey by now.
Wellington looks around at the surplus of security officers.
CHIEF WELLINGTON (CONT'D)
The man is nothing but a coward,
hiding behind a mask, planting bombs
and killing civilians, afraid to
show himself in the face of civil
men for civil discussion.
SECOND REPORTER
Aye, why don’t you tell him that to
his face then?
CHIEF WELLINGTON
Oh I assure you, if I had the chance
to I would.
2ND REPORTER
(mumbling)
Wish granted brother.
The reporter opens his tape recording device, revealing a
smoke bomb. He throws it down as smoke covers the whole
crowd, wafting over the stage as the entire area becomes a
foggy blur.
The crowd SCREAMS and security scrambles about, trying to
find potential attackers. The sound of a ROARING engine is
faintly heard, becoming increasingly louder. The white van
of Seamus Flannery comes hurtling into the press as they run
frantically from the noise, not able to see what is going on
until the van is right beside them.
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The security officers hesitate.
POLICE OFFICER
Captain, I can’t see a damn thing,
what’s going on!?
CAPTAIN
Don’t open fire until we can see
something. Make your way toward the
stage. And tell McGinley to get
that damn fan on!
The van finally comes to a halt, stopping just shy of the
elevated platform. Four men hop out of the van holding Ar15’s and donning masks. The men make their way toward the
platform.
The officers turn on a giant fan in the police truck. The
smoke begins to diffuse. All the smoke is clear after several
moments and the scene is evident. The four men are at the
foot of the stage as the nearest officers see them. A
FIREFIGHT ensues. Seamus motions toward Brian.
SEAMUS
The smokes gone, you and Murphy hold
them off, Gerry and I will take
Wellington.
BRIAN
OK Seamus.
SEAMUS
And by God brother, you hold em’ off
until Wellington’s dead, just let us
get on that stage.
The two men cross themselves as Seamus and Gerry move toward
the stairs of the stage where ten security guards form a
circle around Burke and Wellington. They try to get them to
a motorcade a hundred yards off the platform.
Murphy and Brian open FIRE on the grounded officers, raining
an endless hail of bullets. The officers FIRE at the two
men. The two men are hit several times, but both are wearing
bullet proof vests.
Seamus and Gerry advance onto the platform opening FIRE on
the guards around Wellington with deadly precision. They
take down four of the guards. Three of the guards stop while
the other three go on with the Prime Minister and Wellington.
They open FIRE on Seamus and Gerry, hitting them several
times. The two men keep coming.
Off platform the two IRA gunmen, riddled with gun wounds,
keep FIRING as more officers move in. They run out of ammo
and pull out two 9 mm’s each as they empty them onto more
officers.
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The remaining officers reach them as the field is littered
with corpses. They point their guns at the two men only ten
feet away.
CAPTAIN
Drop your weapons!
The two men look at each other and nod approvingly.
CAPTAIN (CONT'D)
I said drop your damn weapons!
Murphy pulls out a grenade.
EXPLOSION occurs.

He pulls off the pin as a giant

Gerry and Seamus look back at the big explosion. Enraged,
they advance. Seamus, out of ammo, throws down his AR-15
and pulls out a throwing hatchet.
He hurls it at the last of the three officers. The hatchet
buries itself in the chest of the officer with a loud THUD.
They run to catch up to the three remaining officers with
Wellington. The officers reach the motorcade and try to put
Burke and Wellington in it.
Seamus, now using the dead officer’s Semi-automatic rifle,
guns down the first officer. Gerry shoots the second and he
falls wounded but fires back on the ground. He hits Gerry
in the head. Gerry falls back dead.
The last officer gets in the driver’s seat and starts up the
motorcade. Seamus stands thirty feet in front of the
motorcade as he empties his weapon at the car coming right
at him. It gets within ten feet of hitting him. He doesn’t
flinch or budge.
Seamus continues to empty his gun. He kills the driver just
before the car hits Seamus. As the driver is shot, he swerves
the motorcade, running it into a tree. Seamus, covered in
blood, walks toward the crashed vehicle. He rips open the
door.
Holding his own pistol, Wellington FIRES twice at Seamus.
He hits him in the chest. Seamus grabs the gun away and
pulls Wellington out of the car. He looks back at Burke and
snaps.
SEAMUS
Grow a fucking spine and support
your country, or I'll be seeing you
again.
Burke quivers in fear.
Wellington.

Seamus turns his attention back to

SEAMUS (CONT'D)
Your time has come brother, you reap
what you sow.
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Wellington quivers and pleads for mercy.
Seamus puts a bullet in Wellington’s head. He walks away as
he hears police sirens in the distance. The reporter that
dropped the smoke bomb screeches up to Seamus driving the
white van.
He pulls up beside him and opens the door.
SECOND REPORTER
Time to go Seamus, we’ve done God’s
will today, now get in.
Seamus glares at the chaotic scene behind him.
SEAMUS
Gerry, Murphy and Brian are dead.
It's that bastard's fault.
Seamus stares up at the sky.
SEAMUS (CONT'D)
Mark my words brother, they think
they’ve seen bloodshed, I will wage
my own war on them. They shall
forever remember the name of Seamus
Flannery.
He hops in the van as they drive off hurriedly.
EXT. - HOUSE - DAY
The van pulls up to a desolate house in the Dublin
countryside. Seamus and the reporter walk into the house as
they are greeted by other IRA members. One of them, CHRIS
O'MALLEY, walks toward Seamus and pats him on the back.
CHRIS
You did well Seamus. Wellington was
a thorn in Ireland’s side. With him
out of the picture, things will only
get easier.
Chris pats Seamus on the back.
CHRIS (CONT'D)
Prime Minister Winston is almost as
spineless as Burke. Without
Wellington there, the country can
become whole again.
SEAMUS
They all died.
CHRIS
I heard Seamus, I am so sorry.
Seamus hangs his head.
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CHRIS
I know how close you all were, we
all loved em’. Don’t worry brother,
England shall pay, they learned that
today.
SEAMUS
Aye, they’ll be learning a lot soon
enough.
CHRIS
Seamus, come here a minute, there’s
something I need to show you.
Chris looks around cautiously.
room.

They walk into the living

INT. - LIVING ROOM - MOMENTS LATER
Chris reveals a letter from his pocket. This came here today
by courier, I think you'd best read it. Seamus reads the
letter as a puzzled look overcomes his face.
SEAMUS
Is this for real then?
Chris nods his head reassuringly as he places his hand on
Seamus' shoulder. He pulls him close.
I think it
him, never
real, till
are number

CHRIS
is Seamus. I’ve heard of
knew if he was legend or
now. Makes sense, you
one on Interpol’s radar.

Seamus stares at the letter, reading over it again.
CHRIS (CONT'D)
I think you should do it. It’s a
lot of money, and God knows we could
use it, these last few jobs have
been costing us big. And they’ve
been monitoring us so tightly, we’re
having to pay top dollar for weapons
and intel.
Seamus pushes his hair back and sighs.
CHRIS (CONT'D)
If you did this and we got the money,
there would be no stopping us, Ireland
would be a whole again. With
resources like that, and no
Wellington, the sky is the limit.
Seamus nods in contemplation as he folds up the letter and
places it in his pocket.
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CHRIS (CONT'D)
Besides, you might as well lay low
for a bit, things will be hot here
for the next few weeks after today.
They’ll be scouring all over Ireland
for ya.
Seamus smiles at Chris.
SEAMUS
Aye, looks like I'm going to New
York then.
INT. - HOTEL ROOM - NIGHT - NEW YORK
Federico Locardo sits on a bed as he unpacks his belongings
in a New York hotel. He takes out his cell phone and dials
a number. A conversation ensues on the phone between Federico
and Father Alfonso.
FEDERICO
Yeah, I'm in New York.
FATHER ALFONSO (V.O.)
Where?
FEDERICO
You know where.
FATHER ALFONSO (V.O.)
Do you have the dagger with you my
son?
Federico pulls the dagger out of his suitcase and looks at
it in disgust.
FEDERICO
Yeah, I got the damn thing right
beside me Father.
FATHER ALFONSO (V.O.)
Remember to keep that dagger by your
side at all times my son. It shall
bring you God's favor.
Federico shakes his head as he picks up a TV remote and turns
on the television.
FEDERICO
Whatever you say Father. Anyway,
I'm still not sure how I'm supposed
to find this guy. Where do you want
me to look?
FATHER ALFONSO (V.O.)
I told you my son, he will find you.
Federico agitatedly sighs.
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FEDERICO
Well what the fuck am I supposed to
do tomorrow when I actually have to
try and kill this asshole?
Federico continues to flip through the channels.
FEDERICO (CONT'D)
Or will he still find me if I sit
around at the titty bar all day,
because that would be just fine with
me.
Federico turns the volume up.
FATHER ALFONSO (V.O.)
My son, have faith in God. He will
find you, the Devil can sense his
eternal enemy, he will seek you out.
Just keep that dagger with you and
God in your heart.
Federico lays down on the bed.
FEDERICO
OK Father, whatever you say.
FATHER ALFONSO (V.O.)
And remember Federico, you must kill
this man. Your ticket to heaven is
riding on this, so I would be sure
to get the job done if I were you.
FEDERICO
Oh, I will make sure this bastard is
dead, but it's not for my soul father,
it's for my life.
Federico hangs up the phone.
his bed beside the dagger.

He tosses it onto the desk by

FEDERICO (CONT'D)
Fucking Father Tetzel is more like
it.
Federico looks at the dagger on the desk.
bag and loads a 9 MM.

He reaches in his

FEDERICO (CONT'D)
Well, if this son of a bitch really
does find me, I think I'll feel a
bit more comfortable with you.
Federico looks at his 9 MM and puts it under his pillow.
turns off the TV.
Federico turns the lamp switch off.
room as he falls asleep.

He

Darkness permeates the
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INT. - HOTEL ROOM - SEVERAL HOURS LATER
Federico Locardo lies in his hotel bed. The room is dark as
a CREAK is heard and the door to the room is slightly ajar,
letting the faintest amount of light in.
A man in the dark slowly and stealthily walks toward the
bed. He reaches the bed holding a rag. He peers over at
Federico.
Federico opens his eyes in shock as he bolts his hand under
his pillow for his 9 MM. Before he can reach it, the man
puts the rag to Federico's face. He holds the rag against
his nose for several seconds. Federico passes out.
INT. - DIMLY LIT ROOM - DAY - CHECHNYA
Five armed men sit at a wooden table in a small dark room.
Four Chechen rebels, MARKOV, CHEV, DRAGOVIC and the head
rebel ASLAN MERKOVIC question IVAN CHARKIOV, a burly, rugged
ex-KGB Russian in his mid-40's.
ASLAN
So Mr. Charkiov, do you have the
information you promised?
Ivan holds up a steel suitcase.
IVAN
Do you have what you promised?
Aslan nods at Markov as he reveals a leather bag and hands
it to Aslan. Aslan slides it over to Ivan. Ivan opens the
bag, revealing a large amount of money. Ivan counts the
money.
ASLAN
I assure you it's all there Mr.
Charkiov.
IVAN
Oh, I am sure it is Mr. Merkovic, I
just have trust issues I am afraid.
You can understand why, I presume?
Ivan laughs softly and smiles at Aslan.
DRAGOVIC
I still do not understand how one
goes from being the head of the KGB,
a man responsible for the death of
dozens of Chechens, to selling them
top secret Russian Government files.
Dragovic stares at Ivan as his voice intensifies.
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DRAGOVIC (CONT'D)
Including the times and locations of
his own Prime Minister.
Ivan nods his head and smiles reassuringly, flipping through
several bills.
IVAN
It's all about the money my friend.
Ivan flips through a wad of cash from the bag.
IVAN (CONT'D)
And the chance to stick it to the
man who exiled and humiliated me
doesn’t hurt either.
MARKOV
Yes, it must be quite shameful for
you to have been exiled from your
own country. Stripped of all your
honor, accused of treason.
Markov looks at Aslan.

He places his hands on the table.

MARKOV (CONT'D)
How ironic that now you are truly
guilty of what you were dismissed
for.
Ivan glares back.
IVAN
Technically, it's not actually
treason. If I am no longer a Russian
citizen, it is not my country. Thus
how can I betray her?
CHEV
I have to ask you Mr. Charkiov, why
did you do it? Why would you sell
your country’s secrets to her enemies?
IVAN
Like I said, it's all about the money.
I got tired of getting nothing for
all my hard work and toil.
Ivan throws up his hands.
IVAN (CONT'D)
I did everything for my country, and
how was I rewarded?
Ivan smirks as silence ensues.
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IVAN (CONT'D)
With nothing but threats to never
reveal what I had done for the
motherland and accusations of treason
when I had done nothing. So I decided
to do something.
Markov shakes his head skeptically.
MARKOV
I don’t buy it. A man does not sell
out his own country that easily.
Markov looks at Aslan.

He expresses his skepticism.

MARKOV (CONT'D)
They set this thing up. He’s still
with the KGB, working for Russia.
Markov reaches for his gun.
MARKOV (CONT'D)
They leaked us this false information
about treason so he could get close
to us and we’d let him in.
Markov raises his gun toward Ivan.
MARKOV (CONT'D)
He’s still KGB, this is a set-up
Aslan.
Ivan glares at Markov as he raises his own gun.
Markov’s throat and holds him at gunpoint.

He grabs

IVAN
You’d do best to watch your
accusations my friend.
Chev and Dragovic point their guns at Ivan.
Aslan lowers Chev and Dragovic's guns with his hand.
speaks vehemently.

He

ASLAN
There is no need for this. Mr.
Charkiov, please lower your weapon.
IVAN
You'd do well to keep a leash on
your dog my friend.
Ivan snarls as he throws Markov back in his seat with force.
Markov tugs at his sore neck. He glares angrily at Ivan.
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IVAN (CONT'D)
Now do you want this information or
not? Because I have a lot of other
buyers willing to pay top dollar to
get this information now.
Aslan lowers his hands in an attempt to create a détente.
IVAN (CONT'D)
One call, and the Ukrainians or the
Georgians have this suitcase, not
you, understand?
Aslan shakes his head.
ASLAN
Yes, yes of course we want the
information Mr. Charkiov.
Aslan glares at Markov.

He smiles back at Ivan.

ASLAN (CONT'D)
I apologize for Markov’s outburst,
he’s just cautious. You have to
understand, we’ve been tricked by
Russia before.
Aslan glares intently at Ivan as his tone suddenly becomes
more acrid.
ASLAN (CONT'D)
And I know that you are no longer
working for the KGB, because if you
were, and you betrayed us, you’d be
a dead man.
Aslan smiles as he places his gun on the table.
ASLAN (CONT'D)
I’m sure you remember Mr. Chelios.
Several years ago he worked with you
in the KGB, he betrayed us, and he
ran into a nasty accident.
Ivan smiles.
IVAN
Ah yes, I never cared for him
personally.
ASLAN
Well, I believe we have digressed
enough for one day. The suitcase
please.
Aslan motions toward the suitcase in Ivan's left hand with
his head.
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IVAN
But of course.
Ivan slowly slides the suitcase over to Aslan across the
table. Aslan in turn hands it to Chev without looking at
it.
Aslan nods as Markov and Dragovic.
guns at Ivan's head.
Ivan smiles.

They both raise their

He raises his hands.

IVAN (CONT'D)
What are you doing?
ASLAN
Don't worry Mr. Charkiov, only a
formality while we check to ensure
you delivered what you have promised.
Chev cautiously opens the steel suitcase. He sees some papers
on top. He shuffles through them and removes them. He hands
them to Aslan. Aslan reads them carefully. He nods
approvingly.
ASLAN (CONT'D)
Well Mr. Charkiov, it seems to be
all here, as promised.
Ivan smirks and straightens up in his chair.
IVAN
You sound surprised.
Ivan stealthily puts his left hand in his pocket.
ASLAN
Yes, well, today finding a Russian
that keeps his word is far rarer
than one who does not.
Chev continues to rummage through the suitcase.
ASLAN (CONT'D)
However, things seem to be in ordChev interrupts him abruptly. He pulls a small, round device
out from the bottom of the bag. He looks at Aslan.
Aslan looks at Ivan as the Chechens start to reach for their
guns.
Ivan drops to the floor, pushing the table up as a shield as
he presses a button on a small remote in his pocket with his
left hand. A small EXPLOSION occurs, blowing Chev away and
knocking the other Chechens back.
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Ivan drags the table in front of him on the ground. He pulls
the leather bag of money with him as Dragovic immediately
hops up and begins shooting at Ivan.
Ivan, using the table as a shield, sticks his gun over the
top edge and FIRES several times. He pulls his arm back
down behind the safety of the table.
Markov and Aslan get up, slightly shaken, and FIRE at Ivan.
Markov looks at Chev’s dead corpse.

He yells at Ivan.

MARKOV
You Russian bastard!
Markov furiously stares at Aslan in disbelief.
MARKOV (CONT'D)
I told you he was still KGB!
Aslan shoots again at the table, ignoring Markov as he merely
grunts.
ASLAN
No matter, he’s dead KGB now.
Ivan FIRES several more times at the three men. He drops
down behind the table and quickly reloads his handgun.
He waits till he hears one of the men reloading their weapons.
Quick as lightning, Ivan pops his head up and FIRES three
times, hitting Dragovic squarely in the chest. Dragovic
falls dead.
Aslan and Markov FIRE quickly, just missing Ivan’s head.
ducks back behind the refuge of the table.

He

Ivan looks up and sees the sole light in the dim edifice is
a light fixture hanging above where the table used to stand
in the middle of the room.
Ivan FIRES at the light twice.
emanates with darkness.

He hits it as the room

Aslan and Markov FIRE several rounds at the table.
several seconds nothing but gunshots are heard.

For

The gunshots cease as silence ensues.
Markov inquisitively looks around for signs of life.
MARKOV
Is he dead?
No one answers. Markov turns around looking for Aslan. He
sees Aslan’s body as it slumps forward, falling onto Markov.
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Markov knocks the corpse off quickly as he spins around in
sheer panic.
He FIRES aimlessly around the room.
Markov yells in fear as he unleashes another round aimlessly.
MARKOV (CONT'D)
Where are you! You KGB bastard!
You lied to us!
A GUNSHOT is fired from behind, hitting Markov square in the
back. He falls as a voice is heard walking up to him.
IVAN
I didn't lie.
Ivan walks up to Markov, holding a lighter to create a small
amount of light. He kicks Markov's gun away from him on the
floor.
IVAN (CONT'D)
I was exiled from Russia for treason,
treason which I did commit.
Markov whimpers in pain as he begins to stutter.
MARKOV
Thennn, why? Why!?
IVAN
Like I said, it's all about the money,
it's just not your money.
Markov whimpers.
IVAN (CONT'D)
I always intended on selling this
information to the Georgians, not
you murdering bastards.
Markov looks confused as he coughs up blood, slowly dying.
MARKOV
Then why did you do this if you aren't
with the KGB and you didn't ever
plan on selling us the information?
Ivan smiles as he bends down over Markov's slowly breathing
body.
IVAN
You haven't figured that out yet?
Ivan laughs as he presses his foot heavily on Markov's throat.
His face becomes stern.
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IVAN (CONT'D)
This was about Chelios.
Markov's face turns pale in recognition.
IVAN (CONT'D)
Yes, you remember him. KGB agent,
infiltrated you, then you killed
him.
His eyes squint in anger as he inches closer to Markov's
face.
IVAN (CONT'D)
Chelios Charkiov. He was my brother,
and Russia hung him out to dry.
That's why she is getting her due.
Ivan cocks his gun.
mercy.

He stares at Markov as he pleads for

IVAN (CONT'D)
Unfortunately, just like Russia, you
must also pay for your hand in his
death.
Markov begins to beg.
MARKOV
Please! It wasn't me, Aslan killed
him. Have mercy!
Ivan pulls the trigger and shoots Markov in the head, killing
him instantly.
IVAN
Where was Chelios' mercy?
Ivan walks out of the room, leather bag of money in hand.
EXT. - DAY - MOMENTS LATER
He gets into a black car and drives off.
INT. - SMALL HOUSE - DAY
Ivan is in a small house in Chechnya. He sits in a chair
counting his money. He hears a KNOCK on the door. He puts
down the money as he takes his gun out of his back pocket
and cocks it.
He slowly walks toward the door as he hears a second KNOCK.
He reaches the door and looks out the peep hole. He sees a
pretty young CHECHEN GIRL in her teens.
He opens the door, aiming the gun at her head. The girl,
holding a letter, sticks her hands up in fright.
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CHECHEN GIRL
Please, do not shoot!
IVAN
What do you want?
CHECHEN GIRL
Are you Mr. Charkiov?
Ivan looks around for potential attackers.
IVAN
Yeah, and who are you?
CHECHEN GIRL
Ivan Charkiov?
IVAN
How do you know my name?
work for Aslan?

Do you

Ivan continues to aim the gun at her head wearily.
The girl hands him the letter in her hand.
while still aiming the gun at the girl.

Ivan grabs it

IVAN (CONT'D)
What is this?
The Chechen girl looks at him in fear and shakes her head.
CHECHEN GIRL
I do not know sir. A man paid me
five hundred dollars to give this to
Ivan Charkiov.
Ivan opens the envelope and reads the letter with a perplexed
expression on his face.
IVAN
What did this man look like?
CHECHEN GIRL
I do not know. I only met him once,
a week ago, and it was at night. I
could not see his face.
The little girl pulls at her shirt nervously.
CHECHEN GIRL (CONT'D)
He just said he'd give me 500 dollars
to give this envelope to Ivan Charkiov
in one week.
IVAN
How did you know where I lived?
not listed in the directory.

I'm
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The Chechen girl gives him a perplexed look.
step down.

She takes one

CHECHEN GIRL
He told me your address...do you not
know him?
IVAN
No, I do not.
She pauses.
CHECHEN GIRL
Oh... it seemed as though...he knew
you.
Ivan looks back at the letter.
at his face.

He stands there scratching

CHECHEN GIRL (CONT'D)
May I go now sir?
Ivan looks up and snaps back into it reality.
IVAN
Oh yes, of course.
The girl saunters off, then turns back around.
CHECHEN GIRL
If I may ask sir, what does it say?
IVAN
It says I'm going to New York.
The girl smiles with a puzzled look upon her face.
away.

She trots

EXT. - ABANDONED JUNKYARD - NIGHT - NEW YORK
An abandoned junkyard is seen through the blinking eyes of
Federico. He lays on the ground with a headset on in the
middle of a pile of trash, surrounded by stacked up cars.
He rubs at his head and slowly staggers to his feet looking
about, confused by his surroundings.
He reaches at his side and feels for his gun and dagger. He
finds nothing. He hears a voice come through the headset.
VOICE (O.C.)
Glad to see you're finally up Mr.
Locardo.
FEDERICO
Who are you?
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VOICE (O.C.)
You were out for a long time Mr.
Locardo. But I suppose that's partly
my fault. I used the chloroform for
longer than I would have liked.
Federico spins around looking for any signs of activity.
VOICE (O.C.) (CONT'D)
Although, to be fair, I wouldn't
have had to if you hadn't reached
for that gun.
Federico kicks a bag of garbage in anger.
VOICE (O.C.) (CONT'D)
We can't have that before we actually
begin now can we? What fun would
that be for either of us?
FEDERICO
You're him aren't you, The 'Devil'?
VOICE (O.C.)
(laughing)
Devil? Well that's a bit much now
isn't it? I'm not evil. Sure, some
in the clinical industry might assert
I have a 'problem', and indeed I do,
but Devil?
Federico smells his hands as he swipes them on his shirt and
makes a repulsed face.
VOICE (O.C.) (CONT'D)
Now that seems a bit overly dramatic.
I've met men far more evil than
myself. Like you.
Federico walks around and inspect the nearby piles of trash.
FEDERICO
I don't care who you are, you're
dead. I'm taking my life back today.
VOICE (O.C.)
Well yes, potentially my death
certainly would help you. I'm glad
my incentive is working so well.
Federico continues to overturn piles of garbage.
VOICE (O.C.) (CONT'D)
Myself, I figured the incentive of
life would be enough to motivate a
man.
Federico kicks an overturned box in disgust.
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VOICE (O.C.) (CONT'D)
If I had known all it took was some
good old fashioned greed, I would
have offered as much years ago.
Federico looks up with an inquisitive expression as he grabs
at his head.
FEDERICO
I have no fucking idea what you're
talking about, but as soon as you
give me my gun I will be more than
happy to put you out of your senility.
VOICE (O.C.)
Fair enough Mr. Locardo. Look under
that white car to your left.
Federico walks over to a wrecked white Buick about ten feet
to his left.
He drops to the ground and sees his dagger and 9 MM. He
pulls them both out, sticking the dagger in his belt and
cocking the 9 MM, holding it in his right hand.
VOICE (O.C.) (CONT'D)
Find them?
Locardo spins his gun deftly as he smiles dryly.
FEDERICO
Oh yes.
VOICE (O.C.)
You know, far be it for me to judge
one for their choice of devices for
ending another's life, but I must
ask, what is with that obtusely
archaic dagger?
Federico looks at the dagger and smiles.
VOICE (O.C.) (CONT'D)
In addition to being one of the most
heinous things I've ever seen, it
seems quite impractical.
FEDERICO
(sarcastically)
Oh, but it will bring me the power
of God. It's the dagger of Saint
Iscariot.
VOICE (O.C.)
(pausing momentarily)
There is no Saint Iscariot.
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Federico continues to search around the junkyard in vain,
overturning garbage bags with the barrel of his gun.
FEDERICO
I am fairly confident there is.
VOICE (O.C.)
No, there is not. Trust me Mr.
Locardo, I would know such things.
FEDERICO
How would you know? You hardly strike
me as the choir boy. Besides, it
was given to me by a Priest.
Federico looks at the dagger again.
FEDERICO (CONT'D)
I'm gonna go with his word on saints
over a psychotic killer's. Now if I
were looking for help on how to
decapitate a man in ten minutes or
less, then perhaps I'd ask for your
insight.
VOICE (O.C.)
(laughing)
A Priest? You have no idea, do you?
The Church has not, for discernibly
obvious reasons, ever canonized the
man who betrayed God's only son.
FEDERICO
(muttering to himself)
Judas? Judas...Judas Iscariot.
VOICE (O.C.)
Ah, bingo Mr. Locardo. Bravo. All
that time in a church and you didn't
find a Saint Iscariot slightly
puzzling? I must admit, that Priest
of yours does have a sense of humor.
Federico picks up a piece of rotten wood and inspects it.
After making a disproving face, he throws it back down.
FEDERICO
What the fuck are you talking about?
VOICE (O.C.)
Surely even you can appreciate the
irony Mr. Locardo. Take off the cap
on the end of your dagger's handle.
Federico quickly unscrews the cap on the bottom of the
dagger's handle and pulls out a letter. He pauses, confused,
and reads the letter. After finishing the letter, his eyes
turn to sheer rage.
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He crumples the letter up and sticks it back in the dagger
handle as he screws back on the bottom cap.
He puts the dagger back in his belt with a look of utter
hatred.
FEDERICO
So he used me.
Federico's eyes burn with rage as he stares into the dark
abyss.
VOICE (O.C.)
I cannot say I'm surprised. They've
been after me for years you know.
Federico slams the door on a decaying old car.
VOICE (O.C.) (CONT'D)
I knew you worked for them in some
capacity, but I assumed you were
here on your own accord. For the
money of course. They really must
have been foaming at the mouth when
they read my letter.
FEDERICO
No matter, doesn't change your fate,
just his.
Federico stares off into the distance.
VOICE (O.C.)
Well, enough chit-chat Mr. Locardo.
Lets see if you were worth all my
trouble, shall we?
The voice cuts off. Federico throws the headset to the ground
and moves into the thicket of the dimly lit junkyard.
EXT. - JUNKYARD - NIGHT
Piles of garbage and cars consume the ground as Federico
scans the area looking for his assailant. He walks around
cautiously for several minutes and sees nothing.
Out of the corner of his eye, Federico spots a black object
shuffle in the distance. A plan occurs to Federico as he
quickly drops to the ground.
He stealthily crawls under a heap of garbage in a large pile,
covering himself completely. To attract The Merchant's
attention, Federico picks up a can from the pile of trash
and hurls it with force at the gravel in front of his hiding
spot.
The THUD of the can against the gravel is loud enough to
draw the attention of The Merchant.
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The audience sees the view from the perspective of Federico
as he hides in the pile of trash, peeking out from beneath a
dirty newspaper. He has only a small line of vision.
Federico tries to remain calm and not breathe too heavily or
move so as to give away his position. He hears The Merchant
walking slowly.
The noise of FOOTSTEPS becomes closer and closer to the hiding
position of Federico.
Federico sees a man dressed in all black walk by his line of
sight. Federico waits several more seconds. He no longer
sees the man.
He decides to attack.
Federico leaps up out of his hiding space in one lightning
fast movement, ready to fire on his potentially unsuspecting
enemy.
Much to the dismay of Federico, he sees nothing.
He looks around in panic wondering where the man that he had
just seen seconds earlier has gone.
Federico turns around and sees The Merchant standing on an
overturned car holding two curved blades.
Before Federico can pull the trigger on his gun, The Merchant
jumps from the top of the car, only a few yards behind where
Federico is standing.
The Merchant lands on Federico, blade first, ramming it
straight into his heart.
FEDERICO
(screaming in pain)
Ahhhh!
The Merchant pulls the blade out and watches as Federico
writhes on the ground slowly bleeding to death.
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH
If it's any consolation, the Church
is likely just as upset with your
inability to kill me as I am.
The Merchant cocks his head as he watches in fascination
while the blood flows from his victim. Locardo winces in
pain.
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH (CONT'D)
How does it feel? I've always
wondered what it must feel like, to
have an emotion associated with the
physical infliction.
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Federico groans on a pile of trash, slowly dying.
FEDERICO
How the fuck do you think it feels?
The Merchant sighs.
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH
Sadly, I could not possibly know.
Federico starts to spit up blood as he mumbles.
FEDERICO
How can you not know what pain feels
like? After all the pain you've
caused in your life.
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH
I suppose God can be cruelly ironic
in that way. Much as your Priest
and his dagger.
Federico shakes his head.
FEDERICO
Aye Dios Mio.
Federico slowly crosses himself.
FEDERICO (CONT'D)
You really are the Devil.
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH
No, I am not. But when you see him,
you can tell him who sent you.
The Merchant slashes at Federico's neck with two curved
blades, putting him out of his misery for good. He continues
to hack at Locardo's corpse in silent fury.
INT. - HOTEL ROOM - MORNING - NEW YORK
Agents Vengere and Rodriguez argue in their hotel room over
how to go about the case.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
So Vengere, what are we supposed to
be doing? How are we to go about
finding your phantom killer?
Vengere plops on the end of the bed as he turns on the TV.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ (CONT'D)
We don't have any leads.
Vengere intently watches the local news.
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AGENT VENGERE
It's not that kind of case Rodriguez.
You know how he operates. He doesn't
just give you leads, we have to wait
for a break, that's why I'm watching
the news.
Agent Rodriguez looks over at the TV.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
When he strikes again, then we can
follow the trail. The only way to
catch this guy is to hope he's still
looking for a challenge.
Rodriguez continues to pace around the room.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
He's got to slip up eventually. I
can tell, his last killings have
been more violent, reckless, less
precise.
Vengere picks up several pills and pops them in his mouth,
swallowing them with a long swig from a flask. Agent
Rodriguez eyes him with disdain.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
He's becoming frustrated. He's tired
of it all. It's wearing on him.
He'll make a mistake, maybe not even
a mistake, but a clue.
Ridriguez sits down on a nearby chair.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
Something, something small, doesn't
matter. And when he does, I'll be
right here to get him before he runs
off...again.
Rodriguez shakes his head and looks away from the TV.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
And what if he doesn't strike here?
What if he's already left New York?
AGENT VENGERE
I'll follow him to the ends of the
earth.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
Look Vengere. I know what you think
he's done, but you can't obsess over
this guy. I hate to say it, but
you're starting to lose it a little,
you know?
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Vengere turns from the TV and glares at Rodriguez, yelling
in a low-pitched voice.
AGENT VENGERE
Don't tell me to forget about what
he's done, it wasn't your partner,
it wasn't your son, it wasn't your
wife.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
Look, I know. I'm just saying don't
make this guy your life, some ghosts
are best left alone.
Vengere doesn't answer, he just keeps intently watching the
News.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ (CONT'D)
I worry about you Vengere. And do
you really think you should be
drinking on the job?
AGENT VENGERE
How else do you swallow pills?
Rodriguez smiles briefly.
to the the NEWS REPORTER.

Vengere turns up the TV and listens

NEWS REPORTER
In local news, a man was found dead
early this morning at an abandoned
New York junkyard on Providence Road.
Rodriguez interjects.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
Besides, shouldn't they contact us
if something relevant to our case
goes down?
Vengere yells at Rodriguez to be quiet.
AGENT VENGERE
Shut up.
NEWS REPORTER
Police were contacted by a homeless
man at 5 AM saying he found a body
in the junkyard. The homeless man
is not considered to be connected to
the death by authorities.
Vengere turns up the volume.
Rodriguez shakes his head.
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NEWS REPORTER (CONT'D)
Upon arriving on the scene, police
found the body lying in a pile of
garbage. The unidentified man is
suspected to have been in his midthirties, strongly built, and of
Hispanic descent.
Agent Rodriguez interjects.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
This is important news why?
Agent Vengere shushes him as he continues to watch with
intense fascination.
NEWS REPORTER
The cause of death was a wound to
the heart by a blade of some sort.
Agent Vengere slowly nods his head in agreement.
NEWS REPORTER (CONT'D)
The man also had a number of gruesome
gashes across his neck and face,
making him hard to recognize and
identify.
Rodriguez turns his attention to the TV.
NEWS REPORTER (CONT'D)
Further complicating matters is the
fact that the dead man appears to
have been armed. Police found a 9
MM handgun as well as a dagger on
the man.
Agent Rodriguez looks at Vengere and back at the TV, noticing
Vengere's crazed fixation.
NEWS REPORTER (CONT'D)
Authorities are considering this a
homicide, but as of now, have no
leads. In other news...
Vengere turns off the TV and jumps up as he grabs a set of
car keys off the nightstand. He looks at Rodriguez smiling.
AGENT VENGERE
I'll drive.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
How do you know this was the same
guy?
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AGENT VENGERE
C'mon Rodriguez, it's obvious, did
you hear how the he was killed...and
he was armed. Besides, I can feel
it.
Rodriguez throws his hands up perplexed and annoyed.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
You can feel it?
Vengere puts on his leather jacket and heads for the door.
AGENT VENGERE
Yeah, you heard me.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
I still don't understand why we
weren't contacted. I mean the local
authorities must know we're on the
case, right?
Vengere picks up a cup of coffee, ignoring Rodriguez.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ (CONT'D)
They should have called us upon
finding the body. You think we should
call Stern and make sure NYPD knows
we're on the case?
AGENT VENGERE
No.
Rodriguez shakes his head.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
This doesn't feel right Vengere.
Vengere opens the door.
AGENT VENGERE
You want to stay here, you can.
Rodriguez sighs before proceeding behind Vengere.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
No lets go get this fucker.
The two agents walk out the hotel door.
EXT. - ABANDONED JUNKYARD - MORNING
Vengere and Rodriguez arrive at the junkyard where Federico
was killed. Police tape covers the perimeter of the scene
with several officers and squad cars in the area.
Vengere and Rodriguez pull up in Vengere's black Lexus and
get out, walking briskly toward the scene.
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A police officer, CAPTAIN NORRIS, a portly stubborn officer
in his 60's, waddles toward them with his hands up, indicating
for them to go no farther.
Captain Norris shakes his head and hands.
CAPTAIN NORRIS
Woah woah fellas, that's far enough.
Agents Vengere and Rodriguez whip out their FBI badges in
front of Norris' face.
AGENT VENGERE
I'm Agent Vengere, FBI. This is
Agent Rodriguez.
Vengere points to Rodriguez as he nods his head accordingly.
CAPTAIN NORRIS
FBI? No one informed me that you
boys would be coming up here. What's
this got to do with the FBI?
Vengere looks behind Norris at the crime scene.
CAPTAIN NORRIS (CONT'D)
It was just some thug that got
murdered, it's New York City, this
kind of thing happens everyday.
Agent Rodriguez sniffs at the air as he makes a repulsed
face.
CAPTAIN NORRIS (CONT'D)
Probably a drug deal went awry or
this joker owed the wrong guy some
scratch.
AGENT VENGERE
Officer...
Vengere waits for the officer to state his name.
CAPTAIN NORRIS
(assertively)
It's Captain, Captain Norris.
AGENT VENGERE
Well, Captain Norris, we think that
this man was murdered by a serial
killer.
Captain Norris shakes his head in disbelief.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
The same man who killed The Boston
Butcher in Jersey several days ago.
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Vengere steps forward.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
A man whom we have been pursuing for
over twelve years.
Captain Norris puts his hands on the sides of his waist and
continues to interrogate Vengere.
CAPTAIN NORRIS
But I thought they had no leads on
who killed The Boston Butcher?
Vengere runs his hand over his head, becoming slightly vexed.
AGENT VENGERE
Well yes, that is the official
statement. However, we at the FBI
are confident that the same man who
killed The Butcher is the man culpable
for dozens of other murders, and
most likely this one as well.
CAPTAIN NORRIS
Dozens? Why wasn't my department
informed that a potential serial
killer might be in the area?
Vengere tries to walk past Captain Norris.
CAPTAIN NORRIS (CONT'D)
Why wasn't I notified that the FBI
would be involved in this case?
Norris moves to block Vengere's advances.
CAPTAIN NORRIS (CONT'D)
In fact, the only FBI case going on
in New York that I have been notified
of is a couple of agents supposed to
be working on a Meth lab running out
of Manhattan. And might I add
Detective, I can smell the alcohol
on you from a mile away.
Rodriguez shoots an accusational glance at Vengere. Vengere
sees him but doesn't return his gaze. He looks the Captain
squarely in the eye and takes on a stern tone.
AGENT VENGERE
Listen Captain Norris. The FBI does
not have to divulge every
investigation they conduct, nor every
detail of said investigations to
anyone, let alone some Captain of
the local police department!
Captain Norris interjects.
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CAPTAIN NORRIS
Well see here!
Vengere interrupts.
AGENT VENGERE
Shut up. Now you listen, and listen
good, cause' I'm only going to say
this once. My partner and I are
going to have your force's complete
and utter cooperation on this case.
Vengere points his finger into Norris' chest.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
As of this second, this is our case,
and if I hear one more word of
disobedience out of you, it's going
to be just Mr. Norris. And don't
you ever question my lucidity again.
Do you understand?
Norris swallows and nods his head nervously, yet still
agitated.
CAPTAIN NORRIS
I understand.
Vengere walks forward.
AGENT VENGERE
Good. Now, please tell your men to
stop contaminating my crime scene.
Vengere looks over at an officer kneeling down beside the
body.
Captain Norris motions at the officer to leave.
CAPTAIN NORRIS
Jacobs, over here.
AGENT VENGERE
Have you taken any evidence from the
scene, moved anything?
CAPTAIN NORRIS
No, it's all like we found it. Gun
and dagger still right beside him.
AGENT VENGERE
No ID?
CAPTAIN NORRIS
No, nothing. We even checked the
homeless guy that found him to make
sure he didn't swipe his wallet.
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AGENT VENGERE
Outstanding. Well, you can take
your leave now Norris, we have this
under control, thank you.
OFFICER JACOBS walks up to Norris and Vengere.
at Vengere and nods.

Norris looks

Captain Norris hesitantly motions toward Jacobs.
CAPTAIN NORRIS
Jacobs, the FBI is on the case now.
Tell the men to pack it up.
Officer Jacobs nods accordingly.
OFFICER JACOBS
Yes sir.
Officer Jacobs signals to the other officers as they walk
away. Captain Norris walks with them, but upon reaching the
car he turns around.
CAPTAIN NORRIS
Oh, and Agent Vengere, I just thought
I would let you know that I will
personally be calling Langley to
make sure I am notified...you know,
for future reference.
Norris smiles as he gets in the car.
AGENT VENGERE
I'm sure you will.
Vengere mumbles.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
Asshole.
Captain Norris and the other officers drive off, leaving
Vengere and Rodriguez alone at the scene. Vengere turns to
look at Rodriguez.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
Nice guy, isn't he?
Rodriguez looks at Vengere skeptically.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
Why didn't he know we were on the
case Vengere?
Vengere rolls his eyes in exasperation.
AGENT VENGERE
C'mon Rodriguez, not this again.
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Vengere takes several steps forward.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
We already went over this. Stern
just forgot to inform them, or they
missed the memo.
Vengere watches Captain Norris' car vanish off into the
distance.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
Like he said, people are murdered
every night in this shithole.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
And who's on the Meth lab case then?
Vengere looks away and walks toward the body.
AGENT VENGERE
I don't know, I think Edwards and
Moore, does it matter?
Rodriguez turns his attention to the corpse, giving in and
dropping the subject.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
Right.
Vengere crouches beside the corpse as he begins to investigate
it.
AGENT VENGERE
Look at these wounds.
Vengere points to the puncture on Locardo's chest and gashes
across the face and neck.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
I told you.
Rodriguez inspects the wounds with a puzzled expression.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
Told me what?
AGENT VENGERE
That he's angry. He's frustrated.
Look!
He again points to the puncture on Locardo's chest.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
This is the cause of death, this is
how he killed him.
Vengere mimics a blade stabbing through the heart.
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AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
He stabbed him with some type of
blade, long and curved by the size
of the puncture wound.
Vengere runs his hand across Locardo's face.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
So why the gashes across the face
and neck? He disabled him, killed
him with the blade puncture to the
heart. Then, while he lay dying,
out of anger and frustration he hacked
at the face and neck with two curved
blades.
Vengere looks up at Rodriguez and shrugs his shoulders.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
There was no need for that, and it
was sloppy, imprecise, full of
emotion.
Rodriguez looks over the wounds.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
He didn't used to do such things.
Every kill was pristine. Sickeningly
so. He's getting emotional. And
emotions lead to mistakes.
Rodrigues shakes his head.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
So now you're one hundred percent
sure it's him who killed this guy?
It could have been a drug deal gone
awry, or he owed someone money, like
the Captain said.
Vengere further probes at the body, inspecting the wounds
and ground beneath it.
AGENT VENGERE
Please, that "Captain" doesn't know
his head from his ass.
Vengere sniffs the air.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
Do you see any drugs? Any money?
Vengere continues searching the corpse, ignoring Rodriguez's
skepticism.
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AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
I guarantee you once an autopsy is
done they'll find chloroform in his
system too. And what kind of drug
dealer carries around a dagger with
scripture written on it?
Vengere picks up the dagger and twirls it about.
looks at the dagger as he shakes his head.

Rodriguez

AGENT RODRIGUEZ
Now that I will admit is interesting.
Rodriguez pauses as he stares at the dagger.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ (CONT'D)
You don't see too many holy junkie
thugs.
Vengere looks at the dagger with intrigue.
over the handle.

He runs his hand

AGENT VENGERE
Look at it, the handle isn't even
fashioned on tight.
Vengere shakes the dagger and listens to the handle rattle
slightly.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
That's weird. It sounds like there's
something loose in there.
Vengere shakes the dagger again and nods in agreement.
AGENT VENGERE
You're right.
Vengere inspects the handle of the dagger.
the bottom he notices the cap wobbles.

Upon getting to

AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
The end isn't one piece. The handle
must be hollow, there's something in
here. Look.
Vengere slowly unscrews the cap of the handle until it falls
off. He then shakes the dagger in a downward motion in order
to reveal the contents housed within.
Vengere sticks his fingers in the handle of the dagger and
pulls out a thick piece of paper with writing on it.
Rodriguez looks at Vengere with anticipation.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
What is it?
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Vengere looks back at Rodriguez with the same curiosity.
AGENT VENGERE
It's a letter.
Rodriguez hovers over Vengere eagerly.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
Well, what's it say?
Rodriguez leans closer over Vengere, who is crouching on the
ground as they both stare at the letter. Vengere and
Rodriguez read the letter as it is seen and heard through
the voice of The Merchant. During the reading of the letter,
a vague montage of flashbacks are seen as to The Merchant's
backstory as well as previous events.
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH (V.O.)
Dear Mr. Locardo, allow me to
introduce myself. My name, well, my
name is not important, but you may
address me as The Merchant of Death.
A baby in a basket is seen left on a porch during a violent
storm.
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH (V.O.) (CONT'D)
My life is, as my name might suggest,
all about death. I kill the top
dealers of death from all around the
world. I have been doing so for a
long time now. Far too long.
The Merchant of Death is shown in a dark factory, decapitating
several men holding guns.
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH (V.O.) (CONT'D)
You may be wondering why I do this.
It is not for money, I have plenty
of that. I'm no hit-man. Nor am I
psychotic.
The Merchant is shown listening tranquilly to classical music
in a huge mansion.
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH (V.O.) (CONT'D)
I may be a bit different, some might
even venture to use the word
"eccentric", but crazy I am not.
You see, I was born with a rare
condition that prohibits me from
feeling the sensation of pain...or
any sensation for that matter.
The Merchant is seen covered in scars, inflicting wounds to
his body.
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THE MERCHANT OF DEATH (CONT'D)
One in one hundred twenty-five million
people. Those are the odds of
obtaining such a 'gift'. Most
afflicted are dead by three, from
their own wounds they aren't even
cognizant of inflicting. Yet here I
am. What I want. What I need, is
to obtain feeling. Do you know what
it's like to watch a man slowly bleed
out like a gutted pig, only to know
you could never fathom that kind of
emotion?
The Merchant is seen watching in fascination as a man slowly
dies.
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH (V.O.) (CONT'D)
I'm sure all this is incomprehensible
to you Mr. Locardo. Fortunately,
why I do what I do is not of your
concern. However, what I am willing
to offer you is indeed of your
concern. You see, lately the men I
kill present such little resistance.
The Merchant is shown dispatching with ease a tribal looking
warrior.
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH (V.O.) (CONT'D)
I kill them, and there is no
satisfaction. It is far too easy.
I know far before I end their life
that there is no chance that they
can threaten my own existence.
The Merchant is shown standing over a corpse, lamenting his
victory in silent disappointment.
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH (V.O.) (CONT'D)
My urge to kill is insatiable, and I
wish to end it. I am shrouded in
apathy. I cannot possibly understand
the pain other men endure. This is
what makes killing so easy for me.
The Merchant is shown watching one man kill another.
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH (V.O.) (CONT'D)
With the recent death dealers, there
is simply no chance that I can be
put to rest. This is where you come
in Mr. Locardo.
The Merchant is seen writing a letter at a desk.
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THE MERCHANT OF DEATH (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Upon pontificating this many a night,
I have come to the conclusion that
the best way to solve this predicament
is incentive.
The Merchant is seen standing over opened suitcases of cash.
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Motivation. Man is most dangerous
when motivated. And what motivates
man most? Money.
Locardo is seen receiving a wad of cash with a bloodied hand
from Father Alfonso, indicating the motivation of money.
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH (V.O.) (CONT'D)
I'm sure by now you see where I am
going with this Mr. Locardo. I want
a challenge, a chance to die, to
finally feel something, and I am
hoping that the incentive of ten
million dollars will be enough to
garner one.
The Merchant is shown placing letters into envelopes.
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Of course the option is yours, but I
would suggest that you take me up
upon it. You are one of the world's
best merchants of death, regardless
of whether or not you choose to engage
with me.
Federico Locardo is shown shooting a man in a church as Father
Alfonso looms in the background.
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Accordingly so, I will come looking
for you, and eventually I will find
you. Unfortunately at that time,
the ten million dollars will no longer
be in play. My anger, however, will
be quite so.
The Merchant is shown hacking at a defeated opponent.
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH (V.O.) (CONT'D)
I have sent this same offer to several
other world renowned merchants of
death in hopes of a solution to my
quandary.
Seamus Flannery and Ivan Charkiov are both seen holding a
letter.
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THE MERCHANT OF DEATH (V.O.) (CONT'D)
It is in your best interest to make
haste, as only one of you can receive
the ten million. After all, I can
only die once. Enclosed is a plane
ticket to New York. This is where I
shall be waiting. You need not look
for me, I will find you. All you
have to do is keep this letter with
you at all times, so that when I
find you, I will look at the letter
to confirm you are who I contacted.
Father Alfonso is seen suspiciously reading the letter as he
proceeds to hide it in the handle of a dagger.
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH (CONT'D)
I look forward to killing you soon.
Regards, The Merchant of Death.
Vengere and Rodriguez look at each other completely amazed
and baffled.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
Well, it looks like you were right.
Vengere nods his head in satisfaction.
AGENT VENGERE
If this isn't proof that he exists,
I don't know what is.
Vengere looks up at the sky pensively.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
That explains why he's so fucking
hard to kill.
Rodriguez nods.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
I don't understand why the letter is
so important, it doesn't make sense.
Vengere scratches at his chin still holding the letter.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
What do you mean?
AGENT VENGERE
Why was The Merchant so insistent
that the man keep the letter with
him?
Rodriguez shrugs his shoulders.
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AGENT RODRIGUEZ
I don't know, I guess like he said
in the letter, so that he could ID
the guy. Make sure he really was
Mr. Locardo.
AGENT VENGERE
Yeah, but surely he could have just
checked his ID when he found him.
Vengere looks at the corpse again.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
Besides, he knew this Locardo, and
knew of his exploits, how to contact
him. He had to have known what he
looked like.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
I don't know.
Vengere picks up the dagger, inspecting it carefully.
AGENT VENGERE
It's like he was trying to hide the
letter.
Vengere shakes the dagger around in the air.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
You know him better than me.
Vengere sighs and looks at the letter again.
Silence for several moments sets in as the two think.
Rodriguez's eyes focus on the letter.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ (CONT'D)
That's weird.
AGENT VENGERE
What?
Rodriguez runs his hand over a red seal on top of the letter.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
Why would he place a blank seal on
the letter? No initials. And who
uses a seal these days?
Vengere picks up the letter. He touches the red seal. He
finally pulls it off, and underneath it is a small microchip.
Vengere looks up at Rodriguez in amazement.
AGENT VENGERE
It's a tracking device.
Rodriguez's eyes light up as it dawns on him.
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AGENT RODRIGUEZ
So that's why he was so insistent
that Locardo keep the letter with
him, so he could use the letter as a
tracking device.
Vengere examines the microchip.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ (CONT'D)
He knew exactly where Locardo was,
making it easy to catch him
unexpectedly and drug him.
Vengere starts to walk away.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ (CONT'D)
We should call Stern and let him
know about the letter.
Vengere shakes his head adamantly.
AGENT VENGERE
Tap them brakes Rodri. We can't
call Stern.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
I know he didn't reopen the case
Vengere. I've known since we got
here, once the Captain mentioned the
meth lab, I knew for sure.
Vengere throws his hands up.
AGENT VENGERE
Then you know that we can't call
Stern!
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
Why not? Look, we've got proof now.
Proof that you were right, your case
was right, your guy exists and just
committed a murder. He'll have to
open the case now.
AGENT VENGERE
You don't understand. I directly
disobeyed him. I went against his
orders. You think he'll care about
some letter?
Vengere shakes his head and tugs at his jacket.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
It won't be proof in his eyes, it
will just be me trying to justify my
disobedience for pursuing my
'obsessed' case with some crazy letter
I forged myself.
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AGENT RODRIGUEZ
What, you think he'll fire you?
Agent Rodriguez shakes his head in disbelief.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ (CONT'D)
If we tell him now he probably won't.
If you wait till he finds out himself,
which won't be long, then you're
gone for sure.
Vengere begins to lose it and shout at Rodriguez as he paces
about lividly.
AGENT VENGERE
I don't give a shit about that. He
can fire me after we finish this,
that's not the point. I'm close, so
close. Don't you understand?
Vengere places both hands on Rodriguez's shoulders.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
This man killed my partner, he cost
me my son, he cost me my wife! I've
been following him for years. I'm
not about to lose my best chance to
get him because of that paper pusher
Stern.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
What about me? Maybe you don't care
about your job, but I do. I like my
job, and I don't want to lose it.
Vengere regains his composure and gives Rodriguez a reassuring
look.
AGENT VENGERE
Don't worry, when it's done with, I
will accept full responsibility.
C'mon Rodriguez, can you really live
with letting one of the deadliest
killers of all time get away because
you had to contact Stern, who won't
give a rat's ass about the truth?
Rodriguez pushes Vengere's hands off of him.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
When we catch him, the truth will be
revealed, whether or not Stern likes
it. And then I will make sure you
get the credit, you'll become Director
by thirty.
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AGENT RODRIGUEZ
Vengere, you know me. I don't care
about all that. I just want to do
the right thing.
AGENT VENGERE
I know, and the right thing is
stopping him.
Rodriguez nods his head.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
I know.
Vengere smiles and playfully punches Rodriguez's shoulder.
AGENT VENGERE
That's my boy.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
So, how are we gonna do this?
They walk back to the car as Vengere tells Rodriguez his
plan.
EXT. - SIDEWALK - DAY
AGENT VENGERE
Ok, The Merchant said in the letter
that this Locardo fella...
Vengere points toward the corpse.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
Was a top hit-man. He also said
that he sent the letter to several
other world renowned "death
merchants".
The two open the doors to the car.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
That means these guys must be big
time, which means they are pretty
well-known.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
Well-known?
Vengere shakes his head and clarifies.
AGENT VENGERE
Well known, as in authorities know
of them.
So what?

AGENT RODRIGUEZ
How does that help us?
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AGENT VENGERE
Think. The Merchant gave all of
them plane tickets to New York. So,
all of them have to come here through
the airport.
The two enter the car.
INT. - CAR - MOMENTS LATER
Agent Vengere starts up the car.
AGENT VENGERE
We call JFK security, as fortune has
it, I have a few friends there, namely
the Head of Security.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
How convenient.
AGENT VENGERE
So no one asks questions about under
whose authority this comes from.
Agent Vengere pulls out onto the road.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
We tell them to pull up the Global
Joint Task Force List. Interpol,
WET, the works.
Agent Rodriguez rolls down the window.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
If any of these guys on any of these
lists shows up, they take him into
custody.
Rodriguez fiddles with his coat.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
What if they've already landed?
even if we get one, then what?

And

Vengere swerves through traffic.
AGENT VENGERE
I don't know that they haven't landed
already, that's why we have to act
now and you need to stop questioning
every little detail.
Vengere honks his horn impatiently.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
We just have to hope.
Agent Rodriguez turns the radio on.
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AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
Hope that they, however many he
contacted, haven't all landed yet.
Given this was the first killing,
odds say more are on the way.
Vengere turns the radio off.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
And when we catch one of them, we're
going fishing. We'll use him as
bait to catch The Merchant.
Rodriguez turns the radio back on.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
We know the tracking device is in
the letter, so we put the guy up in
a hotel so The Merchant doesn't
suspect anything.
Vengere turns the radio off a final time.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
And quit that shit. I'm trying to
concentrate.
Rodriguez continues to feign indifference as he looks out
the window.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
Then we sit on him and wait for The
Merchant to show up. When he does,
we'll be there waiting. Anymore
questions Serpico?
Rodriguez laughs and rubs his head.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
Well I guess that covers it then.
Vengere dials a number on his phone.
AGENT VENGERE
Hello, JFK Head of Security please.
INT. - JFK AIRPORT - DAY - NEW YORK
Passengers walk off a plane in JFK Airport and approach the
passport gate. Ivan Charkiov holds his bags nervously as he
approaches the SECURITY OFFICER at the passport gate.
In the background, Seamus Flannery is seen in another passport
line two down from the one Ivan Charkiov is in. Seamus is
farther back in his line. Ivan approaches the Security
Officer in his line.
The Security Officer carefully eyes Ivan up and down.
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SECURITY OFFICER
Hello sir, how are you today?
IVAN
Good, thank you.
SECURITY OFFICER
Passport please.
Ivan hands him his passport as the Officer looks at it
carefully. He then looks up at Ivan. The passport shows
Ivan's picture and correct name as well as Russian ethnicity.
SECURITY OFFICER (CONT'D)
Ivan Charkiov?
IVAN
Yes, that is correct.
Ivan sticks out his hand expecting his passport back but
instead the Officer begins to scan the passport on a device
beside the computer. The Officer turns toward the computer.
SECURITY OFFICER
Reason for visit?
Ivan begins to shuffle uneasily.
IVAN
What are you doing? Why are you
scanning my passport?
The Security Officer lies as he makes eye contact with a
nearby Officer.
SECURITY OFFICER
Relax, it's no big deal Mr. Charkiov.
We are simply looking for a suspected
terrorist that is rumored to be
entering the country. We are checking
everyone.
The results come up on the computer as Ivan looks around
nervously. The Officer again carefully makes eye contact
with four nearby OFFICERS. The Officers walk over as Ivan
slowly edges away from the desk.
SECURITY OFFICER (CONT'D)
Please stay here Mr. Charkiov, we
need to ask you a few questions.
Ivan bolts away as the other Officers raise their firearms.
The Officers yell as they aim their weapons.
OFFICERS
Freeze, stop now!
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Ivan ignores their orders and rushes toward them.
standing, blocking his path.

They remain

He pounces onto the closest Officer, knocking him to the
floor. Ivan grabs his gun and jumps back to his feet, holding
the gun against the neck of the first Officer.
IVAN
Back away or I swear to God I will
kill him!
The other Officers slowly lower their weapons, while three
more Officers come over from their post and try to sneak
behind Ivan as he back-pedals slowly toward the exit to the
main airport area.
Seamus Flannery watches all this unfold. Seamus stealthily
glides over to the post which has been vacated by the Officers
trying to sneak behind Ivan.
In the midst of all the chaos and scared and running
civilians, Seamus manages to sneak past the unguarded post
as he escapes out of the lock-down.
Meanwhile, Ivan is still holding the Officer at gunpoint.
Finally an Officer from the far right of Ivan fires a taser
at him. Before Ivan can turn to see the source of the HISSING
noise it creates, the dart buries itself deep into his neck.
He begins to convulse as it takes its course. He falls to
the ground, unconscious.
A Security Officer patches something over on his walkie
talkie.
SECURITY OFFICER
Yeah, I think I've got one for you.
INT. - AIRPORT SECURITY ROOM - DAY
Ivan Charkiov sits at a table in handcuffs as Agents Vengere
and Rodriguez stand outside the interrogation room. Vengere
holds a folder as he talks to the JFK HEAD OF SECURITY, a
distinguished man with silver hair.
He's
hour
I've
just

been
now,
made
like

HEAD OF SECURITY
in there for about half an
hasn't said a word. But
sure no one went near him,
you wanted.

Vengere looks over at the room.
HEAD OF SECURITY (CONT'D)
He tried to take one of my men hostage
once we ID'ed him.
Rodriguez starts to walk toward the interrogation room.
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HEAD OF SECURITY (CONT'D)
He had him at gunpoint. We ended up
having to taser him. It was a big
mess, everyone was running around.
I had guys at every station, double
security, but some people went through
without being ID'ed amidst the chaos.
Vengere looks over at Rodriguez. His back is turned.
proceeds to pop several pills from a vial.
HEAD OF SECURITY (CONT'D)
So it's possible another one on the
list got through, but I doubt it.
AGENT VENGERE
How long was it?
HEAD OF SECURITY
How long was what?
AGENT VENGERE
The gap. How long between when Ivan
took the Officer captive to when you
got him down. How long was the window
of opportunity for someone else to
sneak in?
The Head of Security shakes his head thinking.
HEAD OF SECURITY
Five minutes, tops.
AGENT VENGERE
Well, it's not likely, but I would
prefer to be sure. Can you run back
the video cameras and check to see
who got by security?
HEAD OF SECURITY
I could, but it wouldn't matter. It
was sheer chaos for five minutes.
Vengere sighs.
HEAD OF SECURITY (CONT'D)
Everyone was running, guys had to
leave their posts to try and stop
this guy.
He points toward the room with Ivan.
HEAD OF SECURITY (CONT'D)
We got one Vengere, and I had to
slow down the whole airport to do
it.
Vengere nods approvingly.

He
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AGENT VENGERE
Thank you, you know I appreciate it.
HEAD OF SECURITY
Well, it's the least I could do after
what you did for me.
Rodriguez looks at Vengere as Vengere averts Rodriguez's
glance of curiosity.
AGENT VENGERE
Would you mind keeping the security
up, at least for the rest of the
day?
HEAD OF SECURITY
Sure Vengere. But I have to ask,
why do you want this guy?
Vengere glances over at the room again.
HEAD OF SECURITY (CONT'D)
I checked his background, and he's
never been involved in the affairs
of this country. What's this got to
do with the FBI?
Vengere starts to walk toward the room with Ivan.
AGENT VENGERE
We probably should go talk to him
now.
HEAD OF SECURITY
I understand. Knowing you, it's
probably best I don't know.
The Head of Security sticks out his hand to Rodriguez.
HEAD OF SECURITY (CONT'D)
Pleasure to meet you Agent Rodriguez.
Rodriguez nods his head and smiles as he shakes the man's
hand.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
Likewise.
The Head of Security shakes Vengere's hand firmly and pats
him on the shoulder.
HEAD OF SECURITY
Take care Vengere, and good luck.
I'll let you know if we get another
one.
AGENT VENGERE
Thank you.
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The Head of Security nods at them both as he walks out the
door. Vengere and Rodriguez walk to the interrogation room
where Ivan is.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
So, what'd you do for him?
They stop just outside the door as Vengere looks vexed at
Rodriguez.
AGENT VENGERE
What?
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
The Head of Security, he said this
was the least he could do after what
you did for him?
AGENT VENGERE
So?
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
So what did you do for him?
AGENT VENGERE
Don't worry about it, it was a long
time ago.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
Right. Just like everything else in
your past, it's a secret.
Vengere and Rodriguez walk into the interrogation room.
INT. - INTERROGATION ROOM - DAY
The agents look at Ivan Charkiov, standing opposite to the
side of the table on which he sits.
Vengere looks at his file as he reads it aloud.
AGENT VENGERE
Ivan Charkiov. Until recently, Head
of the KGB. Now you're wanted for
treason by your own government.
Ivan looks up at Vengere, then looks back down.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
You're the most wanted man in Russia,
hell, most of Eastern Europe. So
what are you doing here in little
old New York Ivan?
Ivan mumbles something in Russian.
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AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
We know you speak English Ivan, cut
the act.
Ivan does not look up at Vengere.
IVAN
Why did you detain me? I am not
wanted by your country's government.
I want my lawyer.
Rodriguez looks at Vengere.
AGENT VENGERE
Oh you're not going to get a lawyer
Ivan, far from it. But you are going
to help us.
Ivan still refuses to make eye contact with Vengere.
IVAN
And why would I do that?
AGENT VENGERE
Well, lets see. Because if you don't,
you'll be extradited to Russia, where
I am sure your old friend the Prime
Minister, the same man who has almost
died twice now because of your selling
top secret files to Russia's enemies,
will be more than happy to see you.
Ivan continues to avert Vengere's gaze.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
And I would surmise Ivan, that chances
are, you won't even have to go to
jail.
Vengere smiles.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
Oh no, after what you did I am afraid
you are likely in store for a nasty
"accident".
Vengere walks right up to Ivan.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
So either you help us, or we serve
you up on a silver platter to your
old buddy.
Ivan sighs, finally looking directly at Vengere.
IVAN
Help you with what?
want from me?

What do you
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AGENT VENGERE
You are here for The Merchant of
Death.
Ivan looks around, playing dumb.
IVAN
What? Merchant of Death?
know what or who that is.

I do not

Vengere pulls out the letter sent to Locardo from The
Merchant, smattered with blood. He places it before Ivan.
AGENT VENGERE
We know he sent this letter to you
as well. This one was found on a
dead man early this morning. We
just found out that this man was
Federico Locardo, an Argentinean hitman with a pretty impressive resume.
Vengere whispers into Ivan's ear.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
He was here just as you are, to take
The Merchant up on his morbid offer,
try to get himself ten million quick
ones.
Ivan looks up and smiles.
IVAN
Supposing this man did contact me,
how does this help you?
AGENT VENGERE
We are going to use you as bait Ivan.
Vengere leans closer.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
We'll put you up in a hotel and keep
tabs on you, wait for The Merchant
to come, then we'll grab him.
Rodriguez looks at Vengere with dissent.
IVAN
And what is in this plan for me?
Vengere walks behind Ivan and leans in close.
AGENT VENGERE
Not getting one put between the eyes,
that's what. You don't do this, I
will personally bring you to the
Russian Prime Minister's door with a
bow tied around your fucking head.
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IVAN
I came here for the money. If I am
going to do this, I want something
in exchange.
Ivan smiles.
IVAN (CONT'D)
My death will not help you catch
this Merchant, you need me more than
I need you.
Vengere pauses.

He proceeds hesitantly.

AGENT VENGERE
If you do this, and we catch him, I
will give you full amnesty. You can
go wherever you want.
Ivan smirks as he puts his hands on the table.
IVAN
OK.
Rodriguez looks at Vengere with a furious expression as he
walks up and grabs his arm.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
Can I talk to you for a minute?
AGENT VENGERE
What is it?
Rodriguez motions toward the door.
toward the door with Rodriguez.

Vengere sighs as he walks

Vengere looks at Ivan.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
Just one second.
Vengere and Rodriguez walk out the door as Rodriguez scolds
Vengere.
INT. - SECURITY ROOM - MOMENTS LATER
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
What the hell are you doing?
AGENT VENGERE
What do you mean?
Rodriguez gets in Vengere's face.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
What do I mean?
Vengere brushes Rodriguez aside.
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AGENT RODRIGUEZ (CONT'D)
I mean offering a fucking
international fugitive amnesty which
we both know you can't give him!
AGENT VENGERE
And why not?
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
I'm serious Vengere, cut the shit!
We both know you don't have the
authority to give him that.
Rodriguez whispers sternly to Vengere.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ (CONT'D)
And I know you aren't about to ask
Stern if you can get the authority,
seeing that as far as he knows we
are here investigating a fucking
Meth Lab in Manhattan.
Vengere moves away from Rodriguez.
AGENT VENGERE
It doesn't matter whether or not I
can actually give him what he wants.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
How does that not matter?
AGENT VENGERE
All that matters is that he believes
that I can give him what he wants.
Agent Rodriguez pursues Vengere as he walks away.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
Yeah, and then what happens when it
comes time for him to get what he
wants?
Vengere looks at Rodriguez and nods his head.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ (CONT'D)
We're not going to kill him!
AGENT VENGERE
Oh no, of course not. The Merchant
will kill him, right before we catch
him, no one will question that.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
This is fucking ridiculous. I'll
help you catch this guy, but I am
not going to kill someone in cold
blood, I'm not like you.
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Rodriguez furiously shakes his head.
AGENT VENGERE
Yeah? Who are you like Rodriguez?
Who is Saint Rodriguez? You knew
damn well what was going on from the
start. Don't act like your shit
doesn't stink too.
Vengere looks into the room at Ivan sitting down.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
Please Rodriguez. The guy's a scumbag
anyway, he's a traitor and a killer.
Rodriguez gets in Vengere's face and hisses in a low tone.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
I don't care. That's not the point.
I'm not going to kill someone in
cold blood.
AGENT VENGERE
No one's asking you to Rodriguez.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
No, I won't let you, I can't be part
of something like this. You've lost
your damn mind Desmond.
Vengere pins Rodriguez against the wall with his forearm as
he hisses sharply in his ear. Rodriguez squirms against the
wall, taken aback.
AGENT VENGERE
Look Rodriguez, you know I would
take a bullet for you, you're like a
son to me. But no one's going to
stop me from catching The Merchant.
No one.
Vengere continues to pin Rodriguez against the wall.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
Not after what he took. Not after
Robert...no one is denying me my
revenge, not you, not Stern, not
some piece of shit Russian traitor,
no one! You understand me?
Rodriguez lashes back at Vengere, struggling to release
himself.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
You're crazy Vengere.
Rodriguez tries to push Vengere off of him.
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AGENT RODRIGUEZ
I'll help you finish this, because
we both started it, but when all
this is done, we are too. I used to
look up to you. Jesus, look at
yourself.
Rodriguez stares at Vengere.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ (CONT'D)
You can't even go to work without
being in a drunken, pilled up stupor.
You're pathetic.
AGENT VENGERE
You'd try to kill the pain too if
you knew the world as I knew it.
Vengere lets go of Rodriguez and walks back into the
interrogation room.
INT. - INTERROGATION ROOM - MOMENTS LATER
Rodriguez straightens his jacket.
of disgust.

He shoots Vengere a look

IVAN
Is there a problem?
VENGERE
I don't know. Do we have a problem
Agent Rodriguez?
Rodriguez looks at Vengere and mumbles.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
No, no problem.
Outstanding.
problem.

AGENT VENGERE
No problem Ivan, no

IVAN
So if I do this, I will get amnestygo wherever I wish?
AGENT VENGERE
Yes Ivan, that's what amnesty means.
Ivan looks across the room at Rodriguez.
IVAN
Is your partner a man of his word?
Rodriguez bites his lip.
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AGENT RODRIGUEZ
If he says he can give you amnesty,
you'll get amnesty.
Okay then.
do?

IVAN
What do you want me to

INT. - HOTEL ROOM - EARLY NIGHT - NEW YORK
The door to a dark hotel room gingerly CREAKS open as The
Merchant of Death slowly and deliberately walks inside.
The Merchant faintly sees a bed, and what appears to be a
person laying beneath the covers some ten feet in front of
him.
The Merchant pulls a rag from his pocket as he silently walks
toward the bed. He extends his hand forward to put the rag
over the unsuspecting man's face.
The Merchant pulls back the sheet to reveal several pillows.
The distinct COCKING of a gun is heard.
He freezes.
doorway.

The voice of Seamus Flannery is heard from the

SEAMUS FLANNERY
I'll be taking that ten million
dollars now brother. Cash,
preferably.
The Merchant of Death speaks, back turned to Seamus.
tone is harsh and unwavering.

His

THE MERCHANT OF DEATH
Let me just get my wallet.
The Merchant reaches toward his coat pocket, back turned.
Seamus raises the gun toward The Merchant's head.
SEAMUS FLANNERY
Don't get clever with me friend.
The Merchant lowers his hand.
Seamus.

His back remains turned to

THE MERCHANT OF DEATH
It seems you're the clever one Mr.
Flannery. You certainly fooled me.
Seamus continues to keep his gun aimed at The Merchant's
head.
SEAMUS FLANNERY
They don't call me the Irish fucking
Loki for nothing, now do they?
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The Merchant guffaws, back still turned.
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH
Be that as it may Mr. Flannery, this
wasn't our agreement. And I'm on a
tight schedule I'm afraid. You did
read the letter I wrote, did you
not?
Seamus smiles.
SEAMUS FLANNERY
Aye, I read your lovely letter. Ten
years in the IRA and you didn't think
I'd find this? How stupid do you
think I am?
Seamus dangles the tracking device from the letter.
smashes it in his palm.
SEAMUS FLANNERY (CONT'D)
Your letter never mentioned anything
about a tracking device.
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH
Perhaps not. It did however mention,
quite explicitly at that, a challenge.
This is not a challenge, but rather
extortion. And there is simply no
fun in extortion Mr. Flannery.
Seamus takes a step forward, gun still raised.
SEAMUS FLANNERY
I don't really think you're in a
position to bargain with me. I do
believe you're between, as they say,
'a rock and a hard place'.
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH
Do you know the origins of that
expression Mr. Flannery?
Seamus smiles as he walks closer, gun aimed.
SEAMUS FLANNERY
What expression?
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH
Please try to keep up with the
conversation Mr. Flannery. The one
you just said, between a rock and a
hard place. Do you know its origins?
The Merchant remains still.

He
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SEAMUS FLANNERY
I can't say that I do. Nor can I
say that I care.
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH
Well you should care Mr. Flannery.
Seamus continues to inch closer.
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH (CONT'D)
Because as you so eloquently noted,
it is quite germane to our present
situation.
Seamus watches The Merchant cautiously.
SEAMUS FLANNERY
Where is the money?
The Merchant ignores his question.
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH
And seeing as you are after all, the
'Irish Loki', I think you'll really
appreciate this.
Seamus walks closer to The Merchant, gun raised.
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH (CONT'D)
In ancient Greek mythology, Scylla
and Charybdis were two sea monsters
who just so happened to be situated
on opposite sides of the Strait of
Messina, between Sicily and Calabria,
in Italy.
Seamus rests his gun squarely against the back of The
Merchant's head.
SEAMUS FLANNERY
We Irish are often known for two
things Mr. Merchant. Drinking and a
complete and utter lack of patience.
And friend, this room is dry as the
Sahara.
The Merchant pauses to let Seamus finish.
his diatribe, unperturbed.

He then continues

THE MERCHANT OF DEATH
Scylla and Charybdis were located in
close enough proximity to each other
that they posed an inescapable threat
to passing sailors; avoiding Charybdis
meant passing too closely to Scylla
and vice versa. Do you see the
predicament?
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Seamus presses his gun firmly against the back of The
Merchant's head as he begins to lose patience.
SEAMUS FLANNERY
You want to know what I see Mr.
Merchant?
The Merchant smiles wryly.
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH
Mr. Flannery, you should know, I
never speak to merely hear my own
voice.
Seamus sharply kicks The Merchant in the back of his knee,
lowering him to a kneel, both knees planted firmly on the
ground.
SEAMUS FLANNERY
What I see Mr. Merchant, what I see,
is a man who is soon to have a quarter
sized hole in his head if he doesn't
stop stalling. Do you see that as
well?
The Merchant sighs heavily.
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH
I'm afraid you've failed to glean
the appositeness of the story.
SEAMUS FLANNERY
Is that so?
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH
It is indeed.
Seamus smiles as he proceeds to FIRE a shot into The
Merchant's right thigh. He kneels down close to The Merchant.
The Merchant doesn't wince.
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH (CONT'D)
You see, in Greek mythology, Odysseus
was forced to choose which monster
to confront while passing through
the strait.
Seamus laughs.
SEAMUS FLANNERY
You've got to be kidding me.
The Merchant continues.
Seamus puts his hand on his side as he indulges The Merchant
momentarily.
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THE MERCHANT OF DEATH
He opted to pass by Scylla and lose
only a few sailors, rather than risk
the loss of his entire ship to
Charybdis.
Seamus continues to kneel beside The Merchant.
derisively in his ear.

He laughs

SEAMUS FLANNERY
You really are insane aren't you?
Mr. Merchant, I'm starting to think
you don't even have ten million
dollars. And that is very unfortunate
for us both.
Seamus rises to the floor and presses his gun against The
Merchant's head.
SEAMUS FLANNERY (CONT'D)
Mostly for you though.
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH
You see Mr. Flannery, this is the
origin of being "stuck between a
rock and a hard place." And since
you've failed to grasp its pertinency,
allow me to clarify.
Seamus FIRES a shot, hitting Seamus in his upper left leg.
SEAMUS FLANNERY
Well you better clarify quick.
running out of appendages.

You're

THE MERCHANT OF DEATH
Mr. Flannery, not unlike the Greeks
of old, it is you, not I, who is
doomed by Scylla and Charybdis.
Seamus COCKS his gun again.
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH (CONT'D)
You, not I, who is trapped between a
"rock and a hard place". Because if
you elect to kill me, you'll crawl
back to Dublin poorer than you came.
Thus killing me, that's Scylla.
The Merchant pauses.
SEAMUS FLANNERY
(slightly intrigued)
And Charybdis?
The Merchant dons a smirking grin.
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THE MERCHANT OF DEATH
Charybdis. Well, Charybdis is not
killing me.
Seamus scoffs.
If I
kill
just
call

SEAMUS FLANNERY
kill you I lose. If I don't
you I lose. Well, I guess we'll
have to agree to disagree, and
killing you a pyrrhic victory.

The Merchant mumbles something.
SEAMUS FLANNERY (CONT'D)
What was that?
The Merchant mumbles again.
Seamus leans closer, kneeling next to The Merchant.
SEAMUS FLANNERY (CONT'D)
What's wrong? No more witty retorts?
No more mythology lessons?
Seamus laughs as he continues to kneel beside The Merchant,
pointing his gun squarely against his forehead.
SEAMUS FLANNERY (CONT'D)
Goodbye Mr. Merchant.
The Merchant leans closer.
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH
I said, unlike Odysseus, you chose
Charybdis.
In one swift motion, The Merchant slides a small knife from
his pocket sleeve and rams it upward straight through Seamsus'
chin.
Seamus slowly collapses to the floor, sanguine blood dripping
across the carpet.
The Merchant rises to his feet. He walks over to the bed.
He removes an old rifle bullet from his jacket.
The Merchant opens the bullet with his knife. He pours the
powder over the wound on his leg. He removes a lighter from
his jacket.
He flicks the black metal lighter and ignites the powder,
cauterizing the wound. He doesn't flinch.
The Merchant rips a piece of cloth from the bed sheet and
ties it around his leg.
He looks back down at Seamus Flannery's dead corpse.
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THE MERCHANT OF DEATH (CONT'D)
You just freed up my schedule Mr.
Flannery. Thank you.
The Merchant walks out of the room.
INT. - HOTEL ROOM - LATE NIGHT - NEW YORK
Vengere and Rodriguez sit in a hotel room watching a live
feed on TV monitors from a camera positioned in the hallway
with two hotel security officers on each end of the hall and
another feed of Ivan in his room.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
How did you con the hotel security
guards into staying up here?
Vengere whips out his FBI badge.
AGENT VENGERE
This holds a lot of credibility
Rodriguez, you should know that.
Rodriguez looks at his own FBI badge.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
I told them we were transporting a
criminal and needed extra security
while we spent the night.
Rodriguez glances away from the monitors.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
So how long do we wait Vengere?
It's been over seven hours now.
AGENT VENGERE
As long as we have to.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
How do we know he even comes tonight?
Vengere takes a deep swig from his flask.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ (CONT'D)
For all we know, he could be out
killing someone else while we wait
here like fools, oblivious to what
he's doing.
Agent Rodriguez places his gun on the table.
AGENT VENGERE
Ivan is the first one they caught,
and as of now, he's the only one
they've caught.
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Vengere sits on a chair in front of the monitors.
fixated on them.

Eyes

AGENT RODRIGUEZ
You heard your friend, he said someone
could have gotten through while they
were detaining Ivan.
Vengere stares at the screen while Rodriguez paces around
the room.
Rodriguez looks out the peep-hole on the door.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ (CONT'D)
It's not that hard to sneak by
security or have a fake passport or
even that one of these guys isn't on
any of those lists.
Vengere looks at the monitor.
with only his head visible.

Ivan lies on his bed sleeping

AGENT VENGERE
It doesn't matter who else might
have gotten through. All that matters
is that Ivan's the one we have.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
We don't even know if he'll come
after Ivan tonight.
Vengere continues to watch the monitors as he calmly replies.
AGENT VENGERE
He will.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
You don't know that. You have no
way of knowing whether he will or
not Vengere. How can you act so
damn confident about this?
Vengere jolts around, taking his attention off of the
monitors.
AGENT VENGERE
Can't you feel it Rodriguez?
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
Feel what Vengere? What the hell
are you talking about? You're not
making any sense.
Vengere looks up and sighs.
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AGENT VENGERE
Sometimes you just have to believe
in your instincts Rodriguez. You've
got to learn to have faith.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
Faith? Faith in what? We're FBI
officers Vengere, not fucking
psychics.
Rodriguez sits down beside Vengere.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ (CONT'D)
Our job is not about faith, it's
about evidence, facts, clues, not
gut feelings.
Vengere stares off into space.
AGENT VENGERE
Gut feelings is precisely what our
job is about.
Agent Rodriguez lowers his head.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
You sound just like Robert. You
know he was about your age when it
happened.
Vengere looks away from Rodriguez.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
It was a dream come true, having my
son as a partner. Father and son,
stopping bad guys together.
Vengere looks up at Rodriguez as he half smiles.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
Then about twelve years ago I started
piecing things together, about The
Merchant. I spent endless hours
working on the case, I would work
all night, obsessing over it. My
wife hated it.
Vengere sighs.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
That was the beginning of the end
for her. Back then I thought I could
solve anything. I even got the FBI
to open a case on him. Back when
they actually gave a damn what I
thought. I tracked him to Prague.
Robert and I found him.
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Vengere inhales deeply.

He takes another swig from his flask.

AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
We had finally found him. Finally.
I watched him kill a man, another
killer. I could have shot him. I
was that close. I wish I had. Robert
was supposed to be at the hotel. I
told him to wait there.
Vengere shakes his head.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
But then he...
Vengere trails off as his eyes dart to the TV monitors.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
Son of a bitch!
Vengere leaps up out of his chair.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
What's wrong?
AGENT VENGERE
He's gone!
Rodriguez looks at the monitors and sees Ivan missing from
his room as the two security guards lay dead with slit
throats.
Vengere and Rodriguez bolt toward the door.
his gun on the way out.

Rodriguez grabs

INT. - HOTEL HALLWAY - MOMENTS LATER
Agents Vengere and Rodriguez frantically run through the
hallway, passing the dead guards.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
Do you think he escaped?
AGENT VENGERE
No way does Ivan try to bail out on
amnesty. He had no weapon, and the
guards' throats were sliced. The
Merchant got him!
INT. - HOTEL STAIRS - MOMENTS LATER
Vengere and Rodriguez burst down the hotel stairs and out of
the back door onto a side street.
EXT. - STREET - MOMENTS LATER
They see a dark shadowy figure throwing a body into the
passenger seat of a white van.
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The figure gets in the driver's seat and starts the engine.
Rodriguez spots him from a distance.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
There he is!
Rodriguez points to the figure as the van speeds off.
Vengere and Rodriguez rush to their car.
INT. - VENGERE'S CAR - MOMENTS LATER
Vengere takes the wheel and tears after the van like a bat
out of hell.
VENGERE
I'm not letting this son of a bitch
get away, not again. Not again.
CHASE SCENE
WHITE VAN
Screeches down the road and takes a right.
BLACK LEXUS
Follows in close pursuit and takes a sharp right.
WHITE VAN
Does a screeching 360 in the middle of the road knocking
down a trash can on the sidewalk.
BLACK LEXUS
Slams on the breaks as it goes past the van, then flips around
the other direction in pursuit.
WHITE VAN
Runs a red light and turns left into oncoming traffic going
the wrong way.
BLACK LEXUS
Follows the wrong way down the one way road, swerving to
avoid collision with several cars.
WHITE VAN
Turns right and runs a red light, cutting off traffic and
causes two cars to hit each other.
BLACK LEXUS
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Turns right and slams on the breaks as two cars hit each
other and block the road.
WHITE VAN
Speeds off as black lexus can't move.
BLACK LEXUS
Lays on horn and runs up against the curb scratching the
right side of the car and takes out a newspaper stand.
BLACK LEXUS
Sees white van driving onto the top level of an empty parking
garage.
BLACK LEXUS
Follows van up to the top of the parking garage and parks
behind the van.
INT. - EMPTY PARKING GARAGE FLOOR LEVEL 3 - NIGHT
Vengere and Rodriguez slowly get out of the car with their
guns raised. They cautiously approach the driver's side of
the van.
AGENT VENGERE
Get out of the fucking car!
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
This is the FBI, get out of the
vehicle with your hands up.
Rodriguez looks at Vengere.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ (CONT'D)
If he's still in there he could try
and use Ivan as a hostage.
AGENT VENGERE
You check the driver's side, I'll go
around to the passenger side. And
be careful.
Agent Rodriguez slowly walks up to the driver's side with
his gun raised. He sees a person in the driver's seat, but
the windows are too dark to make out who it is.
Rodriguez points to Vengere and motions that someone is in
the driver's seat. Vengere nods as he approaches the
passenger side from a low angle, ready to rip the door open.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
Open the door slowly!
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There is no response. Rodriguez asks again while Vengere
gets in position on the other side.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ (CONT'D)
This is your last warning, open the
fucking door now!
Rodriguez keeps his gun raised to the window as he puts his
left hand on the door handle and pulls the door open.
Simultaneously Vengere lunges up and opens the passenger
door.
He sees no one in the car, except for Ivan Charkiov's dead
body in the driver seat with a gun taped to his hand, and
string tied around his finger over the trigger with the other
end tied tautly to the door handle, forced to fire if opened.
AGENT VENGERE
Noooo Rodriguez don't opIt is too late as Vengere's plea to Rodriguez is interrupted
by the sound of a bullet THUDDING into Rodriguez's chest as
he opens the door.
Vengere runs over to Rodriguez as he lays on the cold
concrete, bleeding profusely.
I'll
lot,
What
pays

AGENT RODRIGUEZ
be all right, it'll bleed a
but it didn't hit any arteries.
do you know, Med School finally
off.

Vengere holds Rodriguez upright as he rips part of his shirt
off and holds it against Rodriguez's chest to stop the
bleeding.
As Vengere tends to Rodriguez, he glances over and notices
the elevator light on the parking garage elevator is still
lit up for floor one.
Rodriguez looks over and notices it as well. He grabs the
torn shirt from Vengere and holds it firmly against his chest.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ (CONT'D)
I'll be OK Vengere. Go get him.
AGENT VENGERE
I can't leave you Rodriguez.
Rodriguez laughs as he winces in pain.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
We both know that's a lie.
Rodriguez places his bloodied hand over Vengere's forearm.
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AGENT RODRIGUEZ (CONT'D)
Now go get the fucker so I don't
have to hear about him anymore.
Partner.
Vengere jumps up quick as lightning.
AGENT VENGERE
I'll be back, just stay here
Rodriguez.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
Oh I won't be going anywhere, trust
me.
Vengere presses down on the elevator button and rushes in.
INT. - ELEVATOR - MOMENTS LATER
The doors close as the light shows him arriving on floor
one.
INT. - PARKING GARAGE FLOOR LEVEL 3 - MOMENTS LATER
Rodriguez lays in pain as he jerks his head to the left,
hearing a slow CREAKING noise. He sees the door from the
parking garage stairs open as a man clad in black walks onto
the garage floor. Rodriguez's face turns pale as he reaches
for his gun.
INT. - EMPTY PARKING GARAGE FLOOR LEVEL 1 - MOMENTS LATER
Vengere gets out of the elevator on floor one and looks around
frantically for The Merchant. He sees no one.
Vengere hears three consecutive GUN SHOTS followed by an
agonizing SCREAM.
Vengere's heart drops and his eyes widen as sees the stairwell
and darts up the stairs like a maniac.
Oh God no.

AGENT VENGERE
Please God no!

INT. - EMPTY PARKING GARAGE FLOOR LEVEL 3 - MOMENTS LATER
Vengere opens the door to floor three. He trembles with
rage as he sees his partner bleeding to death from parallel
knife slashes to the throat.
He runs over to Rodriguez's side, trying to stop the bleeding
with his shirt. The shirt is to little avail.
AGENT VENGERE
C'mon Rodriguez, you're gonna be all
right buddy, c'mon, we just gotta
stop your bleeding.
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Rodriguez coughs up blood as he tries to speak.
to mumble.

He begins

AGENT RODRIGUEZ
T..he Merc..hant.
Tears begin to swarm in Vengere's eyes.
AGENT VENGERE
I know buddy, don't worry.
Vengere frantically looks around the parking garage.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
We're gonna get that motherfucker,
we're gonna get him. Just as soon
as you get better, we'll get him, I
promise. We'll get him Robert.
AGENT RODRIGUEZ
I'..m not go..nna ma...ake it
Ven..gere.
Vengere continues to hopelessly try and stop the profuse
streams of blood pouring from Rodriguez's neck.
AGENT VENGERE
No, you can't die on me! Not you
too. He's not gonna take you too!
Vengere's sorrow turns to rage as he sees Rodriguez slowly
begin to close his eyes. He shakes him violently.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
C'mon Robert, where is he! Tell me
where he went!
Rodriguez says nothing as his eyes close and he enters eternal
slumber.
Vengere pounds on Rodriguez's chest.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
Tell me where he went! Where is
he!? Where is he Robert!?
Vengere raises up as he grabs Rodriguez's blood covered
firearm. Holding a gun in each hand, Vengere looks around
the garage as he completely loses his sanity.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
Where are you motherfucker! You
coward, here I am! Come and get me!
You say you want to know pain? I'll
show you pain!
Vengere crazily circles around the garage, aiming both guns
at the air.
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AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
Come and get me. I'll put you out
of your misery like the mangy dog
you are! You've taken everything
from me, come and finish it!
Vengere screams as he FIRES a round from each gun.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
We both want to die, lets do this.
C'mon Merchant, you want death, here
it is!
Vengere sees a black shape dart in the shadows. He begins
SHOOTING recklessly at the shape as it darts across the dark
shadows of the empty garage.
AGENT VENGERE (CONT'D)
Come get some more! C'mon Merchant,
I'll show you what pain and suffering
is all about. You want death, I'll
show you death! I'll show you death
you son of a bitch!
Vengere turns around in circles, firing from both guns.
Vengere hears a voice from right behind him.
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH
It doesn't work like that I'm afraid.
Vengere spins around and fires three SHOTS at The Merchant,
hitting him in the chest. Unphased, The Merchant grabs
Vengere's arms and bends them backwards, forcing the guns
out of his hands.
Vengere makes a feeble effort to resist, but his struggling
is in vain. The Merchant holds two curved blades hard against
Vengere's neck, drawing trickles of blood.
THE MERCHANT OF
Mr. Vengere. I killed your
who was your son, and now I
killed your partner who was
son.

DEATH (CONT'D)
partner
have
like a

Vengere kicks his legs at his assailant in utter resilience.
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH (CONT'D)
Yet you still cannot present a
challenge to me. No wonder your
wife left you. Everyone you love
seems to leave you.
AGENT VENGERE
Fuck you!
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Vengere hopelessly struggles against The Merchant's deathlike
grip.
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH
Just because she wouldn't doesn't
mean I will.
POLICE SIRENS are heard approaching in the background.
With tears in his eyes Vengere whispers defiantly, without
any fear.
AGENT VENGERE
Just finish it. Finish the damn
job! I have no reason to live
anymore.
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH
Ah, but I thought I was your reason
for living. I thought I was the
bane of your existence. You've been
consumed by me, I am your life.
Vengere makes another half-hearted effort to escape the
Merchant's grip.
AGENT VENGERE
I don't care anymore. I just want
the pain to go away.
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH
I didn't want to kill your son, nor
your partner. They presented no
threat to me.
Vengere makes one final effort to stop The Merchant, swinging
his right hand at his face, only to have it caught and forced
back against the wall. He hears the bone SNAP.
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH (CONT'D)
Unfortunately, they were formalities
that had to occur because you would
not leave me alone. Their deaths
are on your hands Mr. Vengere.
Vengere gives up struggling, tears in his eyes.
AGENT VENGERE
You think I don't know that? Every
night I lay awake at night thinking
of how I could have saved my son.
Just finish it, please. I just want
the pain to end.
The Merchant grins ever so slightly.
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THE MERCHANT OF DEATH
Isn't it ironic Mr. Vengere? Here
you are with so much pain that you'll
do anything to numb it. Yet I, I
cannot possibly feel pain. I can't
feel anything. I have the desolate,
numb apathy you so morbidly desire.
And you have the extremities of
feeling that I could never possibly
understand. Yet we both want it to
end. You for a having too much
feeling and I for having none. We
aren't so different, you and I.
Perhaps you are the ying to my yang
Mr. Vengere.
Vengere spits in The Merchant's face.
AGENT VENGERE
I'm nothing like you.
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH
We shall see Mr. Vengere. We shall
see.
Vengere pushes himself closer to the blades, drawing a thicker
trickle of blood.
Do it!

AGENT VENGERE
Do it!

The Merchant presses the blades harder against Vengere's
throat as he leans in closer to his ear and whispers in a
deadly tone.
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH
No. You are not worthy to die at my
hands because you cannot present the
possibility of ending my own life,
at least not yet. Perhaps this will
serve as the proper motivation.
The Merchant slices Vengere's throat in a reverse parallel
motion with both blades. He places the blades in Vengere's
hands and closes them tightly. He walks away slowly, as
Vengere lays on the floor, blades in hand, bleeding profusely.
Moments later the police swarm onto the garage, led by Deputy
Director Stern.
Vengere mumbles something inaudible as the paramedics rush
to his side.
Vengere faintly hears the paramedics tell Stern the wounds
are bad, but not deep enough to be deadly, thus he should
live.
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As they put him on a medical stretcher, Vengere hears Stern
tell another officer how Vengere was culpable for all of the
killings.
DEPUTY STERN
He must have killed that South
American hit-man Locardo, The Boston
Butcher, even his own partner. His
prints were all over Locardo and he
cooked up a phony story to get access
to the body.
The medics lift the stretcher up onto the ambulance.
DEPUTY STERN (CONT'D)
He tampered with and removed evidence,
indicting himself no doubt. Who
knows how long he's been killing.
Maybe even Robert. We found all
sorts of phony prescriptions for
painkillers I haven't even heard of
Cortexiphan, Yellow Bentines, all
sorts of weird shit. Sick son of a
bitch has been doped up for years.
He's clinically insane.
Deputy Stern walks over toward the ambulance.
DEPUTY STERN (CONT'D)
Thank God Captain Norris called me.
Vengere lays motionless.
DEPUTY STERN (CONT'D)
This isn't the first time. All those
killings in his file on his fictitious
killer were probably done by him
too. This could run real deep.
Stern hovers in front of Vengere.
DEPUTY STERN (CONT'D)
Rodriguez must have decided to turn
him in so Vengere took him out here
to do it. Then he took it to himself
like the miserable coward he is.
The medics close the ambulance doors.
DEPUTY STERN (CONT'D)
Such a shame, that Rodriguez kid had
potential, he could have had my job
one of these days.
Vengere closes his eyes as Stern continues to slander his
name.
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DEPUTY STERN (CONT'D)
There never was this 'phantom killer',
just a sadly obsessed man who sunk
into insanity after he lost his son
and his wife left him, chasing his
own demons, creating a made up monster
to blame for his personal failures.
He became what he created. A black
hole of pain and suffering.
A tear slowly rolls down Vengere's cheek, his face desolate,
as he is carted off in the ambulance.
The Merchant is shown slowly walking away in the shadows.
INT. - CATHOLIC CHURCH - DAY - ITALY
Father Alfonso walks down the hallway of a large Catholic
Church. He enters the confessional booth to his right and
sits down. The PRIEST on the other side slides the window
open as the two begin to converse.
FATHER ALFONSO
Locardo failed.
PRIEST
Yes, I heard. I thought you said he
was capable to finish it.
FATHER ALFONSO
I thought he could. He was merciless
in his killings.
PRIEST
Well apparently not ruthless enough.
Father Alfonso sighs as he straightens his habit.
PRIEST (CONT'D)
It was foolish of you to assume a
common thug could defeat The Devil
himself.
The priest pauses.
PRIEST (CONT'D)
What of the other men he contacted?
FATHER ALFONSO
A Russian, ex-KGB was killed the
other night, I assume it was his
doing. I do not know the status of
his other contacts.
Father Alfonso plays with his gold rosary.
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FATHER ALFONSO (CONT'D)
However, I have no doubt they shall
meet the same fate. I do not see
what option we have left.
The Priest holds a folder and slides it through the window,
handing it to Father Alfonso.
Father Alfonso reads the file with a surprised expression.
FATHER ALFONSO (CONT'D)
This can't be right...he died years
ago.
PRIEST
That's what he led everyone to
believe.
Father Alfonso continues to look over the file.
PRIEST (CONT'D)
He is in fact more alive than ever.
You will go to Corsica. He is living
there.
FATHER ALFONSO
I pray he can succeed where his father
failed.
INT. - MENTAL INSTITUTION - DAY - ONE MONTH LATER
Desmond Vengere sits on a couch, in a strait jacket, watching
TV at the state mental facility.
The TV is on the news as Vengere's empty face suddenly turns
to attention as his blank stare gazes toward the TV.
NEWS REPORTER
Strange news continues to make its
way out Scandinavia.
Vengere walks closer toward the TV.
NEWS REPORTER (CONT'D)
Where tonight another man was found
murdered in Oslo, Norway.
Vengere tries to silence several nearby patients.
NEWS REPORTER (CONT'D)
The man, Eric Northman, was found
dead last night outside an abandoned
warehouse.
Vengere walks closer to the TV, staring at it in disbelief.
He pushes several patients out of the way.
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NEWS REPORTER (CONT'D)
Northman, a notorious serial killer,
known by many throughout Europe as
'The Norse Vampire' for the brutal
way in which he drained his victims
dry, had been in a maximum security
prison until last week, when he
inexplicably escaped.
One of the nurses looks over at Vengere.
NEWS REPORTER (CONT'D)
The death of Northman marks the fifth
death of a recently escaped convict
in the region in the last month alone.
Vengere falls to his knees and begins to whimper.
NEWS REPORTER (CONT'D)
Authorities are baffled by these
seemingly odd occurrences, with no
apparent links to be found among the
murdered men, except that all have
bore the same death wounds: parallel
knife slashes to the throat.
Vengere stares at the TV blankly as he trembles, screaming
at the top of his lungs.
AGENT VENGERE
THE MERCHANT OF DEATH! THE MERCHANT
OF DEATH!
FADE OUT.

THE END

